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11.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Background and Purpose of the Studv
The Hong Kong Government has been considering automation of
its Water Billing System for quite a number of years. However, for
various reasons- budgetary or otherwise- the matter has been
postponed time and time again. In l974, as part of an overall
computerization study carried out in the Hong Kong Government Public
Works Department (PWD), a study was made by a local management con-
sultant on the feasibility of automating the Water Billing System.
Ever since the feasibility study was completed and the relevant
reports distributed to government officials concerned, there has
been a lot of discussions in the Hong Kong Government Water Works
Office (WWO) as well as in the Hong Kong Government Data Processing
Division (DPD) on the automation of the Water Billing System. Sub-
sequent planning work on the automation project was carried out by
the DPD in 1975, not long after the feasibility study was completed.
In September of 1975, a meeting was held between Mr. Lee
Tate, Data Processing Manager of the DPD and Dr. B.J. Bennington,
IBM Visiting Professor at the Lingnan Institute of Business Adminis-
tration (LIBA) of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the purpose
for which was to investigate what graduate students at the LIBA could
do for the Government by way of short term analytical projects.
That such an arrangement was made, inter alia, reflected the LIBA's
continued hope of serving the community. At that meeting, some of
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Government's needs particularly their desire to automate the Water
Billing System were identified. Later on, three projects (of which
this study was one), all of which addressed the problem of automa-
tion of the Water Billing System, were proposed. The three pro-
posals were later approved by Mr. Lee Tate and formal work began in
September of that year.1
The primary objective of this study was to analyse the prob-
lem of file conversion from the current paper files in the manual
Water Billing System to a form suitable for machine processing.
Additionally, the results of the analysis had to be immediately
usable by the Hong Kong Government DPD for project planning as
implementation was expected to begin later that year. As of Septem-
ber, 1975, the DPD people had not yet come to a decision whether they
should develop the system themselves or hire outside help. Nor had
they decided on other interdependent project issues. Nevertheless,
virtually all the major decisions concerning the development of the
system had to be made by the end of 1975. This implied that there
was a tremendous time constraint imposed in that the study had to be
completed by the end of December, 1975. However, the deadline was
met and on December 29, 1975, a further meeting with Mr. Lee Tate,
Mr. Bill Poon (Assistant Data Processing Manager),. and Mr. John Tse
(Project Manager- Water Works Project) was held wherein the findings
of the study, which served as additional inputs to their formulation
of a work plan for file conversion, were presented. In addition,
1 For the appropriate project correspondence, please see
Appendix 1 on page 86.
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this report which documents in the main the major findings or the
study and a recommended work plan for file conversion of the Trade
Accounts in a fair amount of detail, together with the rationale
behind such a recommendation, will be presented to the DPD for their
reference, in due course.
Since the completion of this study the project implementation
as a whole has progressed. These recent developments in the automa-
tion of the Water Billing System are as follows. Toward the end of
1975, the DPD had negotiations with a leading U.S. computer software
house, Brandon Applied Systems, Inc., on the automation project and
a contract was subsequently formed with that company to examine the
requirements whereby a system, currently in use in the U.S., would
be modified according to the needs of the Water Works Office and
translocated to Hong Kong after the modifications have been made.
Implementation of the automated Water Billing System, prior to which
file conversion of the Trade Accounts will be carried out, will take
place around July, 1976. In February of 1976, the DPD invited ten-
dors from vendors who could provide key-to-tape facilities for the
file conversion, which is scheduled to begin sometime in May. Sub-
sequent editing and validation of the transactions will take place
toward the end of June and a fully edited and validated master file
will be ready for the automation of the water billing system by around
July, 1976.
41.2 Assessment of the Requirements of the Hong Kong
Government Data Processing Division (DPD)
and the Water Works Office (WWO)
Conceivably, the requirements of the DPD and the WWO had to
be assessed first before any preliminary study could be carried out.
The ultimate automated water billing system would ideally be one that
would satisfy all the needs of the WWO, subject to budgetary cons-
traints and/or the resources available in the DPD. The word require-
ments referred to in the title for this section does not refer to
the requirements for the ultimate, comprehensive system, rather, it
refers to the requirements of the DPD in the initial phase of the
implementation of the automated water billing system. Such require-
ments were assessed chiefly through discussions with the government
officials in the DPD responsible for the automation of the water
billing system.
At this juncture, it is appropriate to give a breakdown of
the customers by categories.
In Exhibit 1, it is seen that domestic supplies (including
those to households in low cost and resettlement estates) constitute
the majority of the supplies. Trade supplies are for industrial estab-
lishments and salt water'supplies are usually for flushing purposes.
Construction supplies are those installed in construction sites and
are invariably temporary and government supplies are free and are
connected mainly to government quarters.
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It was calculated that conversion of all the accounts at
one time would require some 176 operator-months (keypunching only,
not including verifying).2 Therefore.2 Therefore, for various reasons (for
instance, manageability of the conversion exercise, availability of
keypunch operators, to name only two), the conversion exercise
apparently has to be carried out in different phases, preferably
beginning with the trade accounts which constitute a reasonable and
manageable portion of the bulk of accounts. There are other reasons
to support the conversion of the trade accounts first, apart from
the fact that the trade accounts constitute only 10% of all the
accounts and that its conversion is likely to yield useful experi-
ences for the conversion of the rest of the accounts. In the 1971
analysis, of the 1+2,000 trade customers, 1500 accounted for 65% of
the water supplied. Also, in the 1972/73 collection analysis, all
1 Information furnished by the Treasury Accountant (Special
Systems Group) of the WWO.
2 Please see under Section 3.6 on The Conversion Problem.
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trade customers paid 54% of the total fees paid.1 Thus, it is not
unreasonable to start with converting the trade accounts and this is
in fact what the DPD wants to do in the initial phase.
Understandably, there are potentially many subsystems under
a comprehensive automated water billing system varying from simple
bill calculation to the preparation of management and statistical
reports. However, DPD wants to automate the most important aspect
of the automated water billing system and that is the part which
deals with the issue of bills in the initial phase of the implemen-
tation. Together with the fact that they want to deal with the trade
accounts first, their initial requirements can thus be stated as
"to automate the billing process for the trade accounts first".
Based on this requirement, a study was made as to which
documents would have all the items of information needed to produce
bills for the trade accounts and from which we could determine the
nature and magnitude of the conversion problem. These and other
relevant findings are summarized in the following section.
1.3 Summary of Findings
given znaz vrv wan' u5 zo autiomai Lrie water U1111ii6 oyo wvw
for the trade accounts in-the first phase of the implementation of
an automated, comprehensive water billing system, it was thus neces-
sary to determine the nature and magnitude of the conversion problem.
This section describes some of the important findings obtained which
are conducive to the determination of the conversion problem.
1 Please see Appendix 2 on page 88.
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Upon close examination of the current manual water billing
system, it was found that, in order to produce a bill (or "demand
note", as the Water Works Office calls it), two documents are
necessary. The first document is the Water Account Card (see
Exhibit 8 on page 38), which contains the customer's name and postal
address, the address of the metered premise, account number, de-
posit number and amount, size and date of installation of the water
meter, and perhaps most important of all, the consumption history
of that particular customer. The second document is the Meter Read-
ing Slip (in the appropriate Meter Reading Handbook) (see Exhibit 7
on page 35), which contains information sufficient to allow the
Junior Meter Readers to take meter readings and on which is recorded
the last meter reading as well as previous meter readings in a chron-
ological order. Currently, the last meter reading on the meter
reading slip is updated in the water account card at the time the
demand note is produced. This implies that after the demand note
for that particular customer in a given billing cycle is produced,
the water account card is the single billing record which contains
all the essential data for the master file of an automated billing
system.
Having determined that the water account card is the only
source document from which to obtain essential data for the master
file, the next step was to derive a list of data elements containing
all the essential variables and also estimate the number of charac-
ters in each of these variables from a random sample of the trade
account cards. It was then relatively easy to determine the magnitude
8of the conversion problem, knowing the total number of characters
which had to be converted for a given account and also, from
information provided by the Treasury Accountant (Special Systems
Group) of the WWO, the total number of trade accounts.
The conversion problem determined was to keypunch approxim-
ately 60,000 trade account records each with about 200 characters.
This leads to the estimate of 32 operator-months, including key-
punching and verifying, for the conversion. Furthermore, since the
number of domestic and other accounts is about 10 times that of the
trade accounts, approximately 320 operator-months would be needed
for the conversion of the domestic and other accounts (including
keypunching and verifying).
1.4 Summary of the Alternatives Considered
for File Conversion
Understandably, there are quite a numoer oz alternatives ior
the file conversion of the trade accounts. However, in the light of
the findings we obtained, we have concentrated our consideration for
the method of file conversion on the following three most practical
alternatives:
(i) Method 1- Keypunching directly from source document with
verifying and subsequent card reading.
In the event only one source document contains all the essen-
tial data to be keypunched, no transcription is necessary. This
method would be favorable as transcription incurs additional costs
and errors.
(ii) Method 2- Transcription of source data onto forms for
later keypunching and verifying.
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This would be advantageous in the event data have to be
drawn from many documents or if they are overly unstructured in the
original format. The disadvantage being that errors are bound to
be introduced in the transcribing process.
(iii) Method 3- Typewriting with subsequent optical character
reading (OCR).
This alternative will become attractive if the number of
keypunch machines required for the conversion is prohibitively high
the advantage being that typists are relatively easier to find but
on the other hand the error rate of conversion to machine processable
form is higher as verification is not easily possible.
As we have seen, within the limiting assumption that only
the necessary data for billing need converting, only one source
document (the trade account card) has to be keypunched. Moreover,
the data contained in it are reasonably structured that direct key-
punching from it should present no serious difficulties. Hence,
transcription, and therefore Method 2, is not appropriate here.
Also, the conversion problem is anticipated to take about 32 operator-
months only which implies 8 keypunch operators if the conversion is
to be carried out over a period of four months. Since the resources
required are not prohibitively high, we are not inclined to Method 3,
which is likely to have a fairly high error rate of conversion to
machine readible form.
We therefore recommended Method 1, that is, direct keypunching
from the trade account cards with verifying and subsequent card read-
ing. Verifying is strongly recommended because, from a previous
analysis, it is found that the accuracy of the information contained
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in the water account cards is probably greater than 95/.
1.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Having made the above recommendation, the next logical ques-
tion that remains to be answered concerns how to carry out the con-
version exercise. The intent of this section, therefore, is to high-
light the recommended work plan, paying particular attention to the
proposed approach, the tasks involved and the required resources,
and also the schedule to be followed.
It is recommended that the conversion be carried out over a
period of 5 months, or one month more than a normal billing cycle of
four months. During the first two weeks, appropriate training will
be given to the persons involved in the conversion. This will be
followed by a two week dry-run period during which conversion will
take place but the data will not be read onto magnetic tape (or disc).
Error rates will be assessed by sampling, and at the same time any bottle-
necks will be located and corrective measures will be taken to ensure
maximum accuracy and efficiency in the conversion scheme. When the
dry-run period is over and the conversion process properly debugged,
conversion will go live with the trade account cards being separated
as they occur in the billing process. This is felt to be necessary be-
cause in the existing paper files most of the trade accounts are not
visually separable from other accounts except by examination of each
individual record. This is a natural process during the billing pro-
cess and taking advantage of that reduces the potential for confusion
and error. The trade account cards thus retrieved and duly logged
and put into special baskets will be sent over, every day after the
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formal billing routine is over, to the DPD for keypunching, verifying
end subsequent card reading. After keypunching and verifying, the
trade account cards will be marked "CONVERTED" and sent back to the
WWO for refiling for inquiry purposes onl. Meanwhile, any amend-
ments to the processed or being processed trade account cards will
be captured on special "Amendments Capturing Forms". One copy of
the Amendments Capturing Form will be physically kept together with
the processed trade account cards for later references. These amend-
ments will be updated in the master file created for and immediately
prior to automation of the billing process. For the conversion
exercise, one person in the WWO and one in the DPD must be assigned
full-time to be responsible for quality and control and to resolve
ad hoc questions concerning the conversion. In addition, about two
clerks will have to be assigned to handling amendments.
It must be noted that while the above procedure is felt to
represent the optimum, the four month scale can be compressed. If
indeed it was compressed, trade account cards would have to be
"artificially" extracted ahead of the time they would appear in the
billing process had there been no compression. These extracted trade
account cards would have to be processed either entirely as a separate
exercise or in parallel with those retrieved during the normal billing
process as mentioned above. The extra complication would increase
the work load on the people involved in conversion and would probably
introduce additional errors and hence should be avoided if possible.
As far as conversion of the domestic and other accounts goes,
the nature of the conversion problem would be similar and the same
work plan can be followed. Since the magnitude of the conversion
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problem is about 10 times that for the trade accounts, the use of
typewriting with subsequent optical character reading begins to
look more attractive and should be examined more carefully.
1.6 Readers' Guide
This report analyses the problem of file conversion for
automation of the Hong Kong Government Water Billing System and
recommends a work plan for the conversion, basing on the results of
the analysis. The report is presented in six chapters of which this
executive summary forms the first. Chapter 2 describes the methodol-
ogy followed in the study. Chapter 3 details the findings obtained
in the study and a statement of the conversion problem is given at
the end of that chapter. Chapter 4 outlines the alternatives con-
sidered for file conversion and toward the end of the chapter, the
recommendation is made for the method of file conversion. Chapter 5
discusses, in a fair amount of detail, the work plan recommended for
the file conversion of the trade accounts. In Chapter 6, an over-
view of the problems involved with compressing the four month time
scale for conversion is given. In addition, some remarks on the
conversion of domestic and other accounts, which will take place in
the second phase in the implementation of a comprehensive automated
water billing system, are given. Lastly, some of the recent develop-
ments in the automation of the water billing system since the study





The general method was designed in the light of the initial
requirements of the Data Processing Division (DPD) of automating
the billing process first for the trade accounts. The focus was on
how all the items of information necessary to issue bills for the
trade accounts could be converted with optimum efficiency and minimum
disturbance on the operations of the manual water billing system
prior to automation.
The study began with a series of first-level interviews,
first with DPD officials to assess their requirements and later with
the Business Manager of the Accounts Division of the Water Works
Office with a view of soliciting pertinent documents for the current
water billing system so that they could be examined before subsequent
interviews and any in-depth study were carried out. As one of the
initial efforts, an interview with the Chief Analyst of the China
Light and Power Company Limited, a major electrical utility which
had pioneered automated utility billing in Hong Kong, was also con-
ducted with a view of assessing the problems which they had had in
converting their manual billing system to their current automated
system and also how they had tackled those problems.
After the preliminary interviews were completed towards the
end of October, 1975, all the information obtained from these inter-
views was consolidated and was analysed in conjunction with the
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documents furnished by the Water Works Office in preparation of in-
depth studies in the WWO to follow. Meanwhile, more interviews with
the DPD officials were conducted to further ascertain the system
requirements of the prospective automated water billing system as
well as to report to them on the progress-to-date. These interviews
were necessary since at that time the DPD had not yet formulated
their decisions on the initial system requirements and checks had
to be made to be sure that work was progressing in the right
direction.
In-depth studies in the WWO began early November. The main
objectives of these studies were to get a better feel for the way the
manual water billing system worked and to find the documents necessary
for the production of bills. While these studies continued, some
preliminary analyses were carried out as part of the task of the devel
opment of alternatives for file conversion.
The alternatives for file conversion were developed around
the middle of December, 1975, taking into consideration all of the
relevant factors. On December 29, 1975, a meeting was held with the
DPD officials responsible for the development of the automated water
billing system whereby a verbal presentation was made giving recom-
mendations on the method of file conversion, among other pertinent
results of the analyses.
As far as documentation goes, the first draft of this report
was prepared around February 15, 1976. Subsequent comments and
suggestions by the Supervisor, the Institute Director, the Internal
Examiner, and the External Examiner were accommodated, as appropriate,
in the final draft of the report to be submitted to the Lingnan
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Institute of Business Administration. The intention is that a copy
of the final report will be given to the Data Processing Division of
the Hong Kong Government sometime in the summer of 1976.
In the sections to follow, the various stages in the study
are elaborated in a way sufficient to give a feel for how the study
was actually carried out.
2.2 Preliminary Survey
The objective of this task, which lasted for about six weeks,
was three-fold:
(i) to assess the system requirements of the DPD in general as
well as their requirements in the first phase of the implemen-
tation of the automated water billing system;
(ii) to study the working of the manual water billing system and
other relevant aspects about the automation of the water
billing system based on information provided by the Water
Works Office and the Data Processing Division; and
(iii) to get a better understanding of the potential problems of
file conversion in general and, in particular, those which
would be specific to the Water Works Office.
To accomplish these objectives, first-level interviews were
conducted with a) DPD officials responsible for the automation of
the water billing system, b) government officials in the Accounts
Division of the WWO, and c) the Chief Analyst in the Computer Depart-
ment of the China Light and Power Company. The proceedings of the
important interviews were properly documented in a special format.l
1 For the format for-documenting interview proceedings, please
see Appendix 3.1 on page 89.
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For the interviews with the DPD officials, the main concern
was with the system requirements of the future automated system whicl
had had great bearing on the directions in which the study went. To
note in passing, the DPD officials helped to arrange the initial
meeting with the Business Manager of the Accounts Division of the
WWO as well as the later meeting with the Chief Analyst of the China
Light and Power Company Limited.1
The preliminary interviews with the Water Works people were
conducted with the hope of getting a better understanding of the
working of the manual water billing system. From the Water Works
Office copies of the pertinent billing records as well as other
general information connected with the manual water billing system
were collected. This provided another important source of informa-
tion, in addition to information gathered through interviews.
The original intent of having a meeting with a senior Data
Processing man in a public utility company which had file conversion
experience was to gain a better feeling for the potential problems
connected with file conversion. Unfortunately, since the China
Light and Power Company had their manual billing system automated
some 12 years ago and that the conversion exercise had not been
thoroughly documented, the meeting with their Chief Analyst was not
as useful as we had hoped.
The important outputs of this task, which lasted for about
six weeks were, (i) a much better idea of what DPD wanted in terms
of their initial system requirements, (ii) a reasonably good
1 Please see Appendix 3.2 on page 90 for the list of all
the persons interviewed.
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understanding of the working of the manual water billing system,
and (iii) an understanding of some of the potential problems that
might present themselves in the file conversion process.
2.3 In-depth Study in the Water Works office
This task began around early November, immediately after the
preliminary survey was completed. The preliminary survey had given
a clearer understanding of what DPD wanted and a better insight into
the working of the manual water billing system was gained as well as
some of the potential problems connected with file conversion being
identified.
The objective of having the following intensive studies in
the Water Works Office was five-fold:
(i) to understand the role played by the WWO under the Hong Kong
Government Public Works Department and also the function of
the Accounts Division in the WWO;
(ii) to acquire further knowledge about the manual water billing
system, the billing process, and the billing records;
(iii) to identify the pertinent data for the production of bills
for the trade accounts together with the documents from which
these data could be-obtained;
(iv) to determine the nature and magnitude of the file conversion
exercise for the trade accounts; and
(v) the last but by no means the least of all the objectives was
that the outputs from these intensive studies should serve as
inputs to the remaining tasks of the development of a work
plan for the file conversion exercise for the trade accounts.
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The function of the Accounts Division of the WWO was ascer-
tained primarily through discussions with the Treasury Accountant
(Special Systems Group)'of the Accounts Division as well as through
reading the appropriate organization charts provided by him. In
addition, an understanding of the role played by the WWO was acquires
through appropriate readings of the Annual Departmental Report by
the Director of Public Works for the financial year 1973-74.
During one of the sessions spent in the WWO, a tour of the
entire office, guided by the Treasury Accountant of the Special
Systems Group, was taken. After the tour, a much better understand-
ing of the various stages in the manual water billing system was
gained. Copies of the billing records (for instance, the Water
Account Card, the Meter Reading Handbook) were supplied by the
Treasury Accountant (Special Systems Group) together with supporting
documents about the manual water billing system. Another session
spent in the WWO was particularly devoted to studying the transac-
tions involved with the key billing record in the manual water
billing system, the water account card.
The identification of the pertinent data for the production
of bills for the trade accounts was accomplished with the assistance
of appropriate government officials at DPD as well as at WWO. Having
identified the list of data elements necessary for the production of
bills for the trade accounts, the next step was to estimate the
number of fields in each data element for the purpose of determining
the magnitude of the file conversion exercise. The average number
of-characters for each of the data elements was derived by taking
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the average from a random sample of the trade accounts. The docu-
ments from which these data elements could be obtained were also
identified. The status of these documents was examined to determine
if direct keypunching from them was possible.
This task took about four to five weeks and the outputs
from this task did serve as inputs to the remaining tasks of the
development of alternatives for file conversion as well as the dev-
elopment of a work plan for file conversion of the trade accounts.
2.4 Develo ment of Alternatives for File Conversion
Work on the development of alternatives for file conversion
for the trade accounts began about half-way through the prior task
of in-depth study in the Water Works Office. The major objectives
of this task could be summarized as follows:
(i) to develop the feasible alternatives for file conversion for
the trade accounts;
(ii) to evaluate the pros and cons for each alternative developed
and to make a recommendation on the method of file conversion
for the trade accounts based on the evaluation; and
(iii) to sketch a work plan for the file conversion for the recom-
mended approach.
The primary inputs to this task were those from the previous
task of in-depth study in the Water Works Office. During the develop-
ment of the feasible alternatives for file conversion, there were
additional inputs from the Thesis Supervisor through regular confer-
ences as well as from some DPD officials through consultations with
them.
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In evaluating the pros and cons for each alternative, partic-
ular consideration had been given to the errors that might be in-
troduced at various points connected with a given alternative. The
necessity of transcribing data from source documents onto data
sheets for later keypunching was carefully examined, among other
things, since transcription would inevitably introduce errors and
should be avoided if there is no necessity for it.
In developing the work plan for the file conversion, partic-
ular attention was paid to the handling of amendments to the water
account card as well as the problem of controlling the removal and
return of the water account cards.
This task lasted for some four to five weeks and was completed
around the middle of December. The outputs from this task as well as
those from previous tasks were organized and, later, presented to the
DPD officials responsible for the automation of the water billing
system on December 29, 1975, to assist them in their project decision
making.
2.5 Documentation
This was the final task in the entire study and it began
around early January, 1976. The main objective of this task was to
organise, in writing, the following:
(i) the research methodology taken in the study;
(ii) the findings, namely, the organization of and the role played
the WWO, the working of the manual water billing system with
particular regard for the billing process and the billing
records, a list of pertinent data elements for the production
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of bills for the trade accounts and a statement of the nature
and magnitude of the conversion problem;
(iii) the feasible alternatives considered for file conversion and
the recommendation made on the method of file conversion
based on an evaluation of the pros and cons of each alter-
native;
(iv) a detailed work plan for the conversion exercise, spelling
out the schedule and all the tasks involved;
(v) an overview of the problems involved with a method of file
conversion other than the recommended;
(vi) for the conversion of domestic and other accounts, any modi-
fications needed in the proposed work plan for the conversion
of trade accounts; and
(vii) the developments in the automation of the water billing system
since the study was completed.
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3.0 FINDINGS
3.1 The Water Works Office
The Water Works Office (WWO) is one of the functional offices
under the Hong Kong Government Public Works Department which is res-
ponsible for the following functions:
A. Building
(a) The design, construction and maintenance of Government
buildings.
(b) The control of private development.
B. Engineering
(a) Civil Engineering.
(b) Highway Construction and Traffic Engineering.
(c) Electrical and Mechanical Engineering.
(d) Railway Engineering including the Mass Transit Railway.
C. Land
(a) The disposal of Crown Land.




(a) The design and construction of traditional impounding and
purification works together with desalination plants and
the distribution and sale of fresh and sea water.
L Hong Kong Government. Annual Departmental Report by the
Director of Public Works for the Financial Year 1975-74, pp. 3-4.
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For the organization chart for the Public Works Department
and the position of the WWO in it, the reader is referred to Exhibit
2.
The WWO is physically housed in the Murray Building (an
office building for the Hong Kong Government Public Works Department
on Garden Road, Hong Kong. As can be seen from the Operation and
Organization Chart as shown in Exhibit 3, the WWO
(i) maintains and operates the public water supply system of the
colony;
(ii) plans and constructs all extensions of the system; and
(iii) liaises with and administers the work of Waterworks consulting
engineers.
The WWO attempts to maintain a continuous 24-hour supply
throughout the year.1 Owing to the lack of sizable rivers and the
absence of lakes in Hong Kong, the main source of fresh water for
the reservoirs has been rainfall in the summer seasons. A certain
percentage of water consumption is supplied by China from the Shum
Chun Reservoir. The largest reservoir as of now, the Plover Cove
Reservoir with official capacity of 50,500 million gallons, holds
about thrice as much as the total capacity of all other reservoirs
in Hong Kong. The project of the High Island Reservoir, scheduled
to be completed in 1976, will add 60,000 million gallons of water to
the total capacity of the local reservoirs. There is another major
effort to increase the water supply to Hong Kong, apart from the
I The most serious restriction on water supply was four
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Hong Kong Government. Annual Departmental Report by the Director of
Public Works for the Financial Year 1973-74. p.110
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High Island Reservoir scheme, and that is the project on the 40
million gallons per day single purpose desalting plant. As was in-
dicated in Exhibit 1 shown on page 5, the total number of customers
as of September 30, 1975, was 676,764. And the total revenue col-
lected for fresh and salt water supplied to customers for the finan-
cial year 1973-74 amounted to HK$169 million.1
Before leaving this section, a further comment on Exhibit 3
is in order. The business management function, as shown in Exhibit
3 on the Operation and Organization Chart for the WWO, incorporates
all accounting and stores functions including the preparation and
issue of water accounts. It also incorporates the general and finan-
cial control of all revenue services. All of these business manage-
ment functions are performed by the Accounts Division of the WINO the
organization chart for which is shown in Exhibit 4.
3.2 An Overview of the Manual Water
Billing Systen
The current manual water billing system comprises three major
subsystems:
(i) Meter Installation Subsystem;
(ii) Water Accounts Billing Subsystem; and
(iii) Water Accounts Revenue Collection Subsystem.
1 Hong Kong Government. Annual Departmental. Report by the
Director of Public Works for the Financial Year 1973-74, p. 127.
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The flowcharts for these major subsystems are shown res-
pectively, in Exhibits 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
At the time an application for a supply of water is made,
a House Service File is set up for each application which will then
go through a number of stages, both clerical and technical. At the
completion of all these stages, further records of a billing nature
are then generated from relevant data contained in the house service
file. The water account card is opened up, the meter reading slip
is prepared and inserted in the appropriate position in the appro-
priate meter reading handbook. At this point in time the addresso-
graph plate is punched with details of name and address. After supply
has been connected and all administrative details handled, the time
will arrive for the meters in a particular area to be read for con-
sumption. The meter reading handbooks (with the meter reading slips)
are issued to the Junior Meter Readers first thing in the morning.
They then read the meters and record the consumption details in the
order in which the slips appear in the handbook. The handbooks are
returned to the office the next morning to be checked ready for
billing. Meanwhile, the appropriate addressograph plates are located
and with them the names and addresses of the customers to be billed
are printed onto the demand notes (which are otherwise known as bills).
After this is done, the reading slips are then processed to transfer
the consumption information onto the account cards and demand notes.
1 Whereas the detailed transactions associated with each sub-
system can be found in Appendix 4.l through Appendix 4.4, beginning
on. page' 91, only the essential features of the manual Water Billing
System will be presented in this section.
Exhibit 5.1 Flowchart for Meter Installation Subsystem
1 Lowe Bingham Company ( Management Consultants). Final Report on the
Feasibility of Computerization of the Commepcial Water meter System, April 1974, p.62
Exhibit 5.2 Flowchart for Water Accounts Biliing Subsystem1
N.B. 'HOLD UP' is a term meaning that
the account is to be DELAYED AND
SPECIALLY PROCESSED
"MAJOR SLIP" indicates the rematining
major portion of demand note after
the office slip has been detached.
This matches the receipt stub.
Exhibit 5.3 Flowchart for Water Accounts Revenue Collection Subsystem1
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The consumption calculated is also extended at the appropriate rate
and the total amounts due are printed on the demand notes with name
and address already printed. The demand notes are then mailed and
the other items refiled. As shall be apparent later, there are
two portions in a demand note, the "major slip" and the "office
slip". Only the major slips are sent to customers as notices for
payment. The office slips are kept as source documents for later
reconciliation with the receipt stubs to be received from the
Treasury.
At this juncture, some comments on the billing cycle seem
to be in order. The billing cycle currently followed is 120 days,
in other words, there are 3 billing cycles in a year. For the pur-
poses of meter reading, Hong Kong is divided into 12 areas and all
the meters for a given area will be read in a period of 10 days.1
The schedule for each action stage in the billing cycle, as shown
in Exhibit 6, is included in order to give the reader an understand-
ing of the processing in the manual billing sYstem. 2
1 For an example of the meter reading schedule followed,
the reader is referred to Appendix 5 on page 98.
2 The above account is a highly condensed summary of the
essential features in the current manual water billing system.
There are other transactions (for example, bad debt action, dis-
connection procedure, deposit release, to name only a few) asso-
ciated with the current system which are not classified under the
three major-subsystems mentioned above. Details of all these
transactions are given in Appendix 6.1 through Appendix 6.19,
beginning on page 102.
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Exhibit 6 Time Target Schedule of the Manual Water Billing System 1









































































Rranination of moter reading
by M.R.
Average process by A.V. clerk
Billing process by A.M.O.
Grand summary process by calculating team
work allocation to oosting deeks and
dospatcnh of oills after guillotining
Notice for payment bofore due date
Account closing for due date recouniliation and impositin of surcharges
Posting stlos after due date and listing outstanding accounts for firal notices printing
Final notices printing by Adderosograph Section
Final notices propared and deopatchos (one day for postal delivery inoluded)
Notice for payment before due date of final notices
Account closing for reconciliation and Return of Disconection Orders adn handing over of accounts fron Current Tean
to First Arrears Team
Eisconnection oroers prcpared and despatched
Exocution of disconnection orders by House Services Section
Reserva for contingent delays in earlier action stages
Posting of stubs for paymant following re-connection of wbter supply and account closing for reconciliation and hanaingover of accounts from
First Arrears Team to Arrears Section (Fainal Arrears Team)
Note : (1) The numbers hown in brackets are workding days.
(2) 7 calandar days are counted as 5 working days after taking
into account of the gazetted publio holidays.
1
Obtained from the Treasury Accountant (Special Systems Group) of the WWO.
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3.3 The Current Billing Records
In the last section, it was mentioned that the manual water
billing system comprises three major subsystems of which the water
accounts billing subsystem is one. Before discussing the water
accounts billing subsystem, a description of the current billing
records is in order, since a list of data elements which are essen-
tial for the production of demand notes in the prospective, autom-
ated water billing system is derived from them. For the purpose of
the discussion to follow, the reader is referred back to Exhibit 5.2,
on page 30, which depicts the flowchart for the water accounts
billing subsystem.
It is evident from Exhibit 5.2 that the following items,
which will be discussed in turn, provide necessary and sufficient
items of information for the production of demand notes.
(1) Meter Reading Handbook.
(2) Water Account Cards.
(3) Addressograph Plates.
The meter reading handbook is a collection of loose meter
reading slips, arranged in the order of account numbers, which is
the same as the order in which the meters for a particular region
are read. A sample of a meter reading slip is shown in Exhibit 7.
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Exhibit 7 Sample of a Meter Reading Slip (Front)1
Ref. No
Premises Moter Size & No. for Flate




























Obtained from the Treasury Accountant (Special Systems Group)
of the WWO.
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Exhibit 7 (contd.) Sample of a Meter Reading Slip (Back)
Ref. No.
FlatsMeter Size & No. forPremises
Notes to J. M. R.










Special Notes:-Report Code Explanations:-
F Yard Flooded HI Hands not in proper
L Premises Locked position
ID Index dirtyO Obstruction
LC Low consumption
HC High Consumption MD Meter damaged
LM Meter Lid missing MC Meter covered by earth
NR Not registeringSB Seel Broken
PF Meter pit flooded
FW Motor facing wall PJ Pit cover jammed
SR Special reason ofGB Glen broken
defects not codedGO Glass obscured (Explain in Remarks)HM Hands missing
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Each meter reading handbook covers meters located in a certain
region in Hong Kong. The essential items of information contained
in the meter reading slips include:
(1) Account Number
(2) Address of Metered Premise
(3) Meter Number and Size
(4) Reading Date
(5) Last Reading.
Meter readings are taken once every four months (that is,
once every billing cycle) and the meter reading slips are used by
the Junior Meter Readers to record meter readings.
The next key document necessary for the production of demand
notes is the water account card, a sample of which is shown in Exhibit
8. There were about 676,764 water account cards as of September 30,
1975.1 All of these account cards are filed inside wooden racks in
one of the rooms in the WINO and they are all green in colour, with
the exception of the newer trade account cards which are yellow in
colour. This replacement currently encompasses only an estimated 5%
of the trade accounts the remainder being indistinguishable from
other accounts. The essential items of information contained in the
water account card include:
(1) Name and Postal Address
(2) Address of Metered Premise
(3) Account Number
I Please refer to Exhibit 1 on page 5.
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Exhibit 8 Sample of a Water Account Card (Front)1
D Supply
Flais
Size ZKP No 13 Fixed 7-8-68
2
UR
2C BROADWAY 3/F MEI. FOO SUM CHUSN
KOkLOON























































Names have been removed from this field for privacy considerations.
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(4) Deposit Serial Number and Amount
(5) Customer Category
(6) Trailers with last and previous readings, consumptions and
charges, and the meter reading dates.
The customer category is very important because the rates
and/or the free allowances are different for customers in different
categories. This item of information is needed by the Accounting
Machine Operators to determine which program (with a unique comb-
ination of rate and free allowance) in the accounting machine to
use in the processing of demand notes. Moreover, other than the
use just mentioned, the water account card is the key document which
records the consumption history of a given customer.
When a prospective customer applies for a supply of water,
and addressograph plate is prepared, together with a water account
card and a meter reading slip. The information contained in the
addressograph plate is stamped onto the top left hand corner of the
water account card. This information from the addressograph plate
is also preprinted onto the demand note (a sample of which is shown
in Exhibit 9) before processing by the accounting machine operators.
Having described the necessary billing documents for the
production of demand notes, we are now in a position to discuss the




3.4 The Current Billing Process
After a supply of water has been applied for and a meter
subsequently installed, an addressograph plate is made, a meter
reading slip is created and inserted in the proper position in the
appropriate meter reading handbook, and a water account card is
prepared to record consumption history and other essential particu-
lars for that customer. When the time comes for the meter to be
read, a Junior Meter Reader takes the appropriate meter reading
slip along with him and records the meter reading. This is scru-
tinized by a meter reader later and rechecked as necessary. In the
event meter reading cannot be taken for some reason (for instance,
in the case of locked doors), an average reading is projected
from past records. Meanwhile, the addressograph plate for that
particular customer is located and with it the name and address of
the customer to be billed is printed onto the demand note to be pro-
cessed. At the same time, the water account card for that customer
is also located. When the meter reading is ready, the demand note
preprinted and the appropriate water account card located, the next
step in the system is the processing of the demand note by the
accounting machine operators. In the event the account is to be
delayed and specially processed for some reason, manual billing,
which will be followed by the same procedures as in the case of
machine billing, takes place. The way the Accounting Machine Opera-
tors (A.M.O.) work is like this. As soon as the A.M.O. identifies
from the mark on the water account card the category to which the
account belongs, he depresses the key for the appropriate program
(with a unique combination of rate and free allowance) in the
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accounting machine. He then keys in the account number, the previous
reading from the water account card, the last reading as shown on
the meter reading slip and the meter reading date. The accounting
machine then calculates the consumption and the charge and there-
after prints, simultaneously, the pertinent information (for instance,
consumption and charges) onto the preprinted demand note1 and a trail-
er- with similar information onto the water account card.2 Concur-
rently, charge and other relevant data is added to the Control Billing
Report Schedule for the period. The fully updated water account card
and the meter reading slip is returned to the sections where they
were originally filed. The completed demand note is then sent for
guillotining to separate the office slip from the major slip
which is then ready to be mailed to the customer.3 The office slip
is retained for subsequent reconciliation with the receipt stubs
to be received from the Treasury,4 while the major slip is sent to
the customer for payment. For every billing cycle, a grand summary
will also be prepared which gives details of demand note charges in
.terms of supply zone, general type of supply and the standard
allowance .5
1 Please see Exhibit 9 on page 41 for a line thus printed.
2 Please see Exhibit 8 on page 38 for a trailer thus printed.
3 The two portions of the demand note, the major and the
office slips, have already been shown in Exhibit 9 on page 41.
4 The reader interested in the Revenue Collection Subsystem
can refer to Exhibit 5.3 on page 31 as well as Appendix 4.4 on page
96 for details about the revenue collection routine.
5 The above discussion outlines the current billing process
in the WWO. For further details, the reader can refer to Exhibit 5.2
on page 30 and Appendix 4.3 on page 94.
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3.5 Pertinent Data for the Automated
Water Billing System
In the discussion on the'current billing records, it was
mentioned that the meter reading slips, the addressograph plates and
the water account cards together provide the necessary and sufficient
items of information for the production of demand notes. Now, since
all the items of information contained in the addressograph plate
are printed onto the water account card when the latter is created,
all the essential data for the production of demand notes can be con-
sidered to be contained in the water account card and the meter read-
ing slip only. In the last section, we have seen that the single
important data element contained in the meter reading slip is the
last meter reading taken by the junior meter reader once every billing
cycle of four months. During the normal billing process, this last
meter reading will be updated in the appropriate water account card.
Therefore, immediately after the last demand note for a given customer
is prepared under the manual water billing and prior to automation
of the water billing system, the water account card alone contains
virtually all the items of information about a customer's consumption
history that need to be converted into machine processable form.
This was carefully reviewed with appropriate DPD and WWO officials
who endorsed the finding that, for the eventual automation of the
water billing system, only the essential items of information contained
in the water account card need to be converted into forms suitable for
machine processing. However, should it be decided that more than a
simple billing system be implemented this may have to be revised and
the estimates adjusted accordingly. A list of data elements was
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derived from the water account card as shown in Exhibit 10, for the
automated water billing system. As can be seen, the total number
of characters to be converted is 208, or about 200 per account
record.
Having derived the pertinent data for the automated water
billing system as well as the number of characters to be converted
for each account, we are now in a position to examine the nature and
magnitude of the conversion problem for the trade accounts.
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Exhibit 10- List of Data Elements for the
Automated Water Billing System
NUMBER OF
DATA ELEMENT REMARKSMODE (2)
CHARACTERS
1. Name 15 A
40 A/N2. Postal Address







N6. Deposit Amount 3
D= DomesticA17. Customer Category
T= Trade
8. No. of Flats
N1
Served by Meter









(1) These are averages obtained from a random sample of the Trade
Account Cards




C3) These will be stored in the automated system for the purpose
of projecting consumption in the event a meter reading
cannot be taken. We have quite arbitrarily determined to
convert data for 1973, 1974, and 1975. There are 3 meter
readings in a year, implying that we need to convert about
3 x 3 x (6+ 2) characters, or 72 characters for the 9
combinations of assessed consumption and the reading date.
(4) The subtotal for Items 1 11 is 13b characters. As per
Note (3), the total number of characters to be converted
for the 3 x 3 trailers of assessed consumption and reading
date is 72. Hence, the total number of characters to be
converted is about 208.
3.6 The Conversion Problem
Having derived a list of data elements for the automated
water billing system, together with details about the nature and the
size of each data element and having concluded in the last section
that there are about 200 characters in each trade account to be
converted with the number of trade accounts as of September 30, 1975
being of the order of 60,000, we are in a position to calculate the
number of operator-months required for the conversion exercise of
the trade accounts. These calculations are presented in Exhibit 11.
This shows that to accomplish conversion, about 16 operator-
months (keypunching only) will be needed or double this if verifica-
tion is included.
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Exhibit 11- Calculations for the Number of Operator-Months for
the Conversion Exercise for the Trade Accounts
No. of characters to be converted for one trade account= 200 (approx-
imately)
No. of trade accounts= 60,000 (approximately)
Therefore, total no. of keystrokes for the conversion exercise
= 200 keystrokes/account x 60,000 accounts
= 12,000,000 keystrokes
Assuming, for an average xeypuncn operator, zne aepression raze
is 4000 keystrokes/hour, the no. of operator-hours for the





Assuming that there are 6 working hours a day and that there are
23 working days in a month, the no. of operator-months required




Notes (1) This figure is for keypunching only, it will be
doubled if verifying is included.
(2) Since the number of domestic accounts is roughly
10 times that of the trade accounts, the magnitude
of the conversion problem for the domestic accounts
would be of the order of 160 operator-months
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4.0 THE ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED FOR FILE CONVERSION
4.1 General Discussion of the Alternatives
Considered for File Conversion
Faced with the problem of converting essential data elements,
totalling about 200 characters for each account, from some 60,000
trade account cards, there are quite a number of possible conversion
alternatives. For instance, alternatives can be considered with
or without transcription of source data onto data sheets also key-
punching alternatives can be considered with or without verifying
and another possible input method is typewriting with subsequent
Optical Character Reading (OCR). There are thus different ways of
handling the conversion problem. However, in the light of the
findings obtained and described in the last chapter, the following
methods seemed most practical:
(l) Method 1- Keypunching directly from source document with
verifying and subsequent card reading.
(2) Method 2- Transcription of source data onto forms for
later keypunching and verifying.
C3) Method 3- Typewriting with subsequent optical character
reading (OCR).
These alternatives highlight the pieces of a variety of
alternatives, for example, whether to have transcription or not,
and as such allowed exploration of a wide spectrum of combinations.
The three alternative methods are summarized in Exhibit 12.
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source data from CardKeypunching from





Reading onto Magneticfrom the Trade Account
Tape (or Disc)Cards
4.2 Method 1- Keypunching Directly From Source
Document with Verifying and
Subsequent Card Reading
In describing this and the other metnoas of Iiie conversion,
the method of retrieval of the source documents (namely, the trade
account cards) is not discussed as it is common to all methods.
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Rather, the retrieval of the trade account cards is highlighted in
the work plan proposed in the next chapter.
The same format is followed for discussion of each of these
alternative methods of file conversion. A description of the method
is given first, with highlights of the resources required. Since
errors are bound to be introduced at different stages in the con-
version with any given method, a discussion of the errors associated
with each alternative is also given. Finally, the pros and cons of
each alternative. are evaluated.
It is of relevance to assess the current error state in the
water account cards, since we are going to discuss the errors intro-
duced by each conversion method. Exhibit 13 shoves an analysis of
monthly statistics on complaints and enquiries addressed to the WWO
in the first ten months in 1975, while Exhibit 14 shows how the
probable error state present in the water account cards might be
deduced from the statistics presented in Exhibit 13. This concludes
that the information contained in the trade account cards is fairly
accurate. In evaluating the file conversion alternatives, therefore,
lower priority will be put on those which would unreasonably enhance
the errors in the trade account cards.
Method 1 requires keypunching1 directly from the trade account
cards, with subsequent verifying and card reading. Now, we have seen
I Where the term'keypunching' is used in the text this could
be key to disc or key to.tape just as easily. These are sufficiently
similar methods that discussion of one supplies, final choice would
be dictated by availability of current equipment within DPD and the
ability to use newly purchased equipment for operational data entry






































































































































Exhibit 14- Deduction of the Probable Error State
in the Water Account Cards
(1) Assumption
i. On the average, there were about 600,000 accounts throughout
the year 1975.
ii. January- April, 1975 belonged to one billing cycle, and
May- August, 1975, belonged to another billing cycle.
iii. Assume that only Columns (a), (b), (c), and (d) were file-related
and that Columns (b) and (c) were due more to the errors con-
tained in the water account cards than Columns'(a) and (d) were.
(2) Deduction
Given the above assumptions, the upper limit and lower limit for
the errors present in the water account cards might be deduced from
the following formulas:
(a)+ (b)+ (c)+ (d)
x 100°/Upper Limit of Errors
600,00(
(b)+ (c)
x 100'/Lower Limit of Errors
600,0oo
Where (a) represents the total number of complaints summed over a
billing cycle for Column (a), and so forth.
The results of the calculations are as follows, applying the above
formulas to the statistics shown in Exhibit 13:
Upper Limit Lower Limit










First of all, it must be noted that there might be errors
in the water account cards which were not detected and/or reported
by the customers. Moreover, strictly speaking, the above derivation
is for the water account cards in general. However, we shall assume
that the same results apply to the trade accounts also since we do
not see any reason for there to be a significant difference.
In any event, the above deduction is fairly crude and should
not be treated as a vigorous way of arriving at the error state in
the trade account cards. The method is used simply because the WWO
does not have any statistics on the error state of the trade account
cards and that we could not find a better way of approaching the
problem.
Nevertheless, going through the above steps, we now have a
feel for the probable error state in the trade account cards and
that we can fairly confidently conclude that it is not very likely
that the error state in the trade account cards will go above 55%.
In other words, it is fairly probable that the file (the trade account
cards) is more than 95% accurate.
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that there is only one document, the trade account card, which
contains all the essential data to be converted. Hence, transcrip-
tion, which would inevitably introduce errors to the file and which
is almost absolutely necessary if there are more than one document
to be keypunched for a given account, is really not a necessity if
the trade account card is in a reasonably good condition to allow
direct keypunching from it. Indeed, it has been found out that the
trade account cards are in fairly good condition and reasonably
structured that direct keypunching should present no grave difficul-
ties with the current level of ability of keypunch staff.1 Further-
more, as has been assessed, the information contained in the trade
account cards is not known to be inaccurate (perhaps more than 95%
accurate), it is justifiable to verify after keypunching. Keypunching
in DPD currently has an estimated 6% error rate which implies a 0.36%
rate after verifying. Therefore, the resources required would be of
the order of 32 operator-months (keypunching and verifying). If the
conversion exercise is to be extended over a billing cycle of four
months, as will be recommended in the next chapter, it means the
exercise will take approximately 8 operators and 8 keypunch stations
for a period of four months, which are reasonably easy to find.
Moreover, not much training is anticipated to be needed for the key-
punch operators since direct keypunching from source documents is a
common practice in the industry.
As far as card reading time is concerned, since there are
about 200 characters for each account which will take three 80-column
1 DPD keypunch staff currently punch source data directly from
the Fixed Penalty Traffic Tickets.
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cards for each account, and there are about 60,000 trade accounts,
the number of cards to be read is about 180,000. If a card reading
speed of 300 cards/minute is assumed, card reading time of the order
of 10 hours will be required.
The pros and cons will be elaborated more when the recommen-
dation for the method of file conversion is discussed.
4.3 Method 2- Transcription of Source Data onto Forms
for Later Keypunching and Verifying
This differs from Method 1 in that there is the inclusion of
the process of transcription before keypunching. The essential data
to be converted will first be transcribed from the trade account
cards onto some specially designed data sheets. Keypunching will
be from such data sheets and followed by verifying and card reading.
The resources required will be the same as those for Method 1, plus
the additional costs incurred by transcription to be spelled out
below.
In a situation where data have to be converted from, say, three or
four source documents for a given account or where data elements
appear randomly or in an inconvenient sequence on a single document,
transcription is absolutely necessary in order to accomplish key-
punching with minimal errors and at reasonable speed. The obvious
reason is that the accuracy and speed of the keypunch operators will
be greatly affected if he/she has to determine what variable to key-
punch from which document and in which column every time he/she does
an account. Moreover, an additional pool of labor has to be acquired
to do the transcription work, let alone the additional outlay on the
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preparation of data sheets. Also, a special working area has to be
allocated for the persons doing the transcription work for ease of
controlling the trade account cards and the completed data sheets.
In addition to all these, time and money have to be lavished on
training the persons doing the transcription to ensure maximum speed
and accuracy.
With transcription, it is very likely that because of the
additional human steps the accuracy of the information contained in
the trade account cards will be greatly impaired upon conversion.
Moreover, there will be additional outlays in labor and other items
of expenditure (such as the cost of getting the data sheets printed).
Transcription should therefore be avoided if there is no necessity
to do so or the additional costs outweigh the additional benefits.
In the current situation, it is probably not necessary to
do transcription as there is only one source document to be keypunched
and that the source document, the trade account card, is in a reason-
ably good condition with elements conveniently located. Certainly,
there are benefits to be realized from doing the transcription. For
one thing, transcription would make life easier for the keypunch
operators and would definitely result in greater speed in keypunching.
However, the additional costs, in terms of impairment of accuracy and
other tangible costs as mentioned above, obviously outweigh such
benefits. This certainly makes Method 2 look unfavorable when com-
pared with Method 1. It. is suggested, however, that a final decision
should not be made without testing actual samples with and without
transcription and measuring actual transcription rates, error rates,
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and conversion rates after a learning period.
4.4 Method 3- Typewriting with Subsequent
Optical Character Reading (OCR)
This method involves typewriting directly from the source
document, the trade account card, onto optical character reading
(OCR) forms. The OCR forms will then be read by an Optical Character
Reader transferring data onto magnetic tape (or disc). The resources
required are as follows:
(1) About 28 typist-months, or about 7 typists for 4 months.
Allowing time for feeding, positioning, and typing, it should
probably take not more than 5 minutes for a properly trained typist
to do one trade account. There are about 60,000 trade account cards,
if we assume that there are 8 working hours in a day and 23 working
days in a month, approximately 28 typist-months will be needed to do
the typing.
(2) Optical Character Reader time.
Totally, there are about 200 x 60,000 characters to be read.
The average optical character reading rate in the industry is about
1,500 characters/second.1 Therefore, a total of about 2/z hours of
optical character reader time would be needed. To give an idea of
the cost of OCR machines, the International Computers Limited (ICL)
is currently renting out a model for HK$20,000 a month.2
1 T.A. Lofty, Effective Use of Computers in Business, (Trinity
Press, 1970), pp. 42-4.
2 Information provided by the DPD.
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(3) Optical Character Reading Forms (specially designed).
(4) Money for the training of typists.
Reliability is a very important aspect in considering using
Optical Character Readers. There are two measures of reliability
connected with Optical Character Readers, namely, the reject rate
and the error rate. The reject rate, which is currently estimated
as less than lO%,is defined as the percentage of the documents which
the reader cannot read. The error rate, which currently runs at
less than 1%, is the percentage of documents on which a character
has been incorrectly identified.1 Having introduced these terms,
the pros and cons for this method can now be evaluated.
The manpower requirement of about 7 typists for 4 months
should be easy to satisfy. Also, the time taken to load the data
onto magnetic tapes is shorter than the time taken to load data
stored in cards. However, the rental for these Optical Character
Readers is expensive considering that the Government Data Processing
Division currently does not have applications utilizing Optical
Character Readers (nor does the DPD anticipate any applications
utilizing Optical Character Readers in the foreseeable future), the
renting of Optical Character Readers for the exclusive use for the
conversion of such a small volume of trade accounts is greatly dis-
couraged purely from a cost consideration. Moreover, the values for
the reliability measures of the Optical Character Readers (that is,
the reject and error rates) do not look too promising either, never
mind the probable errors introduced in the typing stage. Since
I Gordon B. Davis, Introduction to Electronic Computers,
(2d. ed McGraw Hill, Inc., 19717, pp. 237-239.
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the information contained in the trade account cards is possibly
accurate, Method 3, which would introduce necessarily higher errors
than those introduced by Method 1, looks unfavorable compared with
Method 1.
4.5 Recommendation for the Method of File
Conversion for the Trade Accounts
With the assumption that the trade account cards contain all
the pertinent data for the master file of the automated water billing
system and considering the format and condition of this data it can
be concluded that there is really no need for transcribing source
data from the trade account cards onto data sheets before keypunching.
Also, transcription would introduce errors to the file and although
it has some additional benefits, it would incur additional costs
which seem to outweigh the additional benefits. Thus, Method 2
should be ruled out of our consideration unless actual sample tests
prove otherwise.
As far as Method 3 goes, it has been seen that the errors
introduced with Method 3 will fairly likely be higher than those
introduced by Method 1. Moreover, the rental for Optical Character
Readers is prohibitively high and renting one for the exclusive use
for the conversion of such a small volume of trade accounts is thus
greatly discouraged. For these two reasons, Method 3 is inferior to
Method 1 and hence should not be considered for the conversion
exercise of the trade accounts only. This picture could change of
course when considering the conversion of the remainder of the file
(ten times as much) which would be a prohibitive demand on keypunching
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facilities over any kind of reasonable conversion time frame.
We are then left with Method 1, that of keypunching directly
from source document with verifying and subsequent card reading as
the most potentially viable alternative at this time. This is the
recommendation as the method for file conversion for the trade
accounts. The reason for direct keypunching being that there is
only one source document to be keypunched and that it is in a reason-
ably good condition. Furthermore, the information contained in the
trade accounts is believed to be sufficiently accurate and hence
verifying is recommended. As far as resources go, getting 8 key-
punch operators and 8 keypunch stations for 4 months should not be a
difficult job and these can easily be absorbed into future data entry
operation of DPD's expanding systems. Moreover, with keypunching
and verifying, and without transcription, the errors to be introduced
by this method will be minimal. Hence the recommendation for Method 1.
The next chapter develops a detailed work plan for file con-
version of the trade accounts. The method of data conversion just
recommended (Method 1) is going to be one of the major tasks in the
proposed work plan.
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5.0 THE RECOMMENDED WORK PLAN FOR THE FILE
CONVERSION OF THE TRADE ACCOUNTS
5.1 The Work Plan Approach
In the last chapter, three alternatives for file conversion
have been considered and a recommendation on the method of file
conversion for the trade accounts has been made. In this chapter,
a detailed work plan for the file conversion exercise is spelled out.
In the following discussion, the technical approach to be taken is
described, highlighting the way the file conversion is to be handled.
Mention is also made of the problems connected with file conversion
which are anticipated and how these will be solved.
It was mentioned before that during the normal billing process
and immediately after the trade account card is updated, the trade
account card would then contain all the essential data needed to
provide the master file of an automated billing system. Later on,
having made the recommendation to keypunch directly from the trade
account cards, without going through the unnecessary step of trans-
cription, the problems faced are basically, the retrieval of the
trade account card (which are intermingled with the rest of the
approximately 676,764 accounts), the handling of amendments to the
master file to be created for and prior to automation of the water
billing system, the problem of controlling the source documents, and
the problem of training of people.
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After examining the billing process in sufficient detail,
Lt was found that, in order to ensure minimum disturbance on the
nanual billing process during file conversion and prior to automation,
he best rational approach would be to spread the file conversion
?xercise over one billing cycle of four months l, separating the trade
.ccount cards from other account cards in the Accounting Machine Room
immediately after demand notes for the day are produced and the
.ccount cards updated.
After the trade account cards have been retrieved, they will
be put into special baskets, duly logged and sent at the end of the
day to the keypunch stations in the Data Processing Division for
keypunching, verifying and subsequent card reading. The trade account
cards will then be returned to the VNIO after processing. From an
analysis of the transactions involved with the water account cards,
it was found that the latter are used, from time to time, by the WWO
people to answer queries brought up by customers and/or to settle
disputes. Moreover, changes in important billing data (for example,
name and address) are updated, as necessary, in the water account
cards. Now, during the process of data conversion at DPD, the trade
account cards will not be available, unless there is a special
arrangement, for enquiry and/or updating purposes. (Logs of all the
account cards removed will be prepared to enable recognition of which
records are unavailable.) Primarily for ease of control, the trade
account cards are allowed to be unavailable for the purpose of.
1 There are many problems associated with compressing the
four month period. These problems will be discussed in detail under
Section 6.1.
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settling queries or dispute during the period (which is not going
to be long anyway) the trade account cards are away from the WWO
and being processed at DPD. As far as the amendments to the trade
account cards go, they should be accrued and updated in the master
file to be created for and prior to bringing the automated billing
system into operation. In fact, it is felt that no amendments should
be reflected on trade account cards the information on which has
already been converted to machine processable form. Rather, all the
amendments occuring after the appropriate trade account cards are
processed will have to be captured on appropriate amendment sheets
in duplicates, one copy of which will be retained by the WINO for
subsequent references and the other copy will go to the DPD for later
keypunching. All the amendments since the appropriate trade account
cards have been processed will be reflected in the master file to be
created for the automated billing system.
Conceivably, training of people to be involved in the file
conversion exercise is very important to ensure maximum efficiency.
In this connection, appropriate training programs, the details for
which will be spelled out later, should be conducted for people to
be involved in the conversion process. In fact, as shall be elaborated
later, the file conversion should be carried out in a period of about
5 months, with the first two weeks to be spent on training and the
following two week on a preliminary "dry-run" during which conversion
will take place and error rates monitored by sampling but the data
will not be read onto magnetic tape (or disc). This will be primarily
for debugging the process first with the hope of converting with
minimum errors later on.
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The proposed technical approach is summarized by a flowchart
as shown in Exhibit 15.
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In the subsequent sections, the methodology to be taken,
in line with the proposed technical approach just spelled out, will
be described. The scheduling of the entire exercise will be dis-
cussed with the help of a Gantt Chart. Each individual task of the
proposed work plan will be discussed in detail, paying particular
attention to the objective of the task, the input to and output
from it, the resources required, and the inter-relationship with
prior and/or subsequent tasks.
5.2 MeI thod
The entire conversion exercise is envisioned to be consisting
of six tasks:
Task I- Training of People
Task 2- Separation of Trade Accounts From Domestic and Other Accounts
Task 3- Data Conversion at the Keypunch Stations with Subsequent
Card Reading
Task 4- Edit and Validate Transactions
Task 5- Accrual of Amendments
Task 6- Maintenance of Master File Created Prior to Automation
The conversion exercise will be completed in a period of
five months at the end of which automation of the billing process
will take place. Task 1 will be completed in the first month and
the four other tasks will be completed in the remaining four months
prior to automation.
Exhibit 16 shows the individual task schedules for the six
tasks on a monthly scale. The following sections explain in further
detail the objective of each task, the schedule, resources required,
the method to be followed, and milestones and/or any end deliverable
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1= Training Programs Lompie t,et
2= End of.Two Week Dry-Run
3= All Trade Accounts separated and sent for Data Conversion
4= Data Conversion for All Trade Accounts Completed
5= All Transactions Edited and Validated
6= Accrual of Amendments CompletedTask 1- Training of
7= All Amendments Keypunched and Updated in Master File
People
8= A fully updated master file ready for the Automated21
Water Billing System
Task 2- Separation of
Trade Accounts from 3
Domestic and other
accounts
Task 3- Data conversio




Task 4- Edit and 5
Validate Transactions
6Task 5- Accrual of
Amendments
Task 6- Maintenance
7of Master File Created 8Prior to Automation
4 02 155
Months prior to automationExhibit 16- Schedule for File Conversion
of the Water Billing System
of the Trade Accounts
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items of each task.
5.3 Task 1- Training of People
The objective of this task, which will last for about one
month, is four-fold:
(1) to set up the conversion process,
(2) to give an overview of the file conversion process to all the
people involved, in both the WWO and the DPD,
(3) to give appropriate training to the Accounting Machine Operators
(who will be responsible for the retrieval of trade account
cards), the keypunch operators (who will be keypunching directly
from the source document, the trade account card), and to the
clerk(s) responsible primarily for capturing amendments on
appropriate forms, and
(+) to debug the conversion scheme by having a two week period of
dry-run during which the conversion exercise will be carried
out up to and including the process of verifying the cards.
The resources required include two full-time staff, one from
the WWO and one from the DPD, who will serve as Training Officers
in this task and Coordinators in their respective departments in
subsequent tasks. Moreover, they will also be responsible for
setting up and debugging the conversion process and to make arrange-
ments for the procurement of all the labor and other resources
required in this and subsequent tasks. An assumption has been made
that sufficient key stations are available. If this is not valid then
procurement of additional stations or services will have to be accom-
plished prior to conducting the training programs.
For the first two weeks in the WWO, a briefing session will
be conducted by the WWO Coordinator with the accounting machine
operators on how they should separate the trade account cards, put
them into special baskets provided and log them at the end of the
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day. It is considered that for the capturing of amendments to the
trade account cards not more than two "Amendments Clerks" should
suffice. These Amendments clerks should be trained to do the
following. As soon as an amendment occurs, such as a change in name
or address, he should first see if the amendment is for a trade
account card. If so, he should next check against the logs as pre-
pared by the accounting machine operators to, see if the particular
trade account to be amended has been sent for data conversion at the
DPD or not. If the trade account in question has not been processed,
the amendment should be updated in that particular trade account
card. On the other hand, if it has been sent to the DPD for data
conversion, the amendment should be captured on a specially designed
Amendments Capturing Form (in duplicate) and at the same time an
entry should be made on an Amendments List. As soon as the trade
account card comes back from the DPD after processing and duly marked
CONVERTED, it should be checked against the amendments list (mentioned
above) to see if any amendment has occurred since it left the 010.
If an amendment did occur, cne copy of the appropriate amendments
capturing form should be physically kept with the trade account card
for the purpose of later references. The other copy of the amendments
capturing form should be filed in special baskets to be dispatched to
the DPD later on for keypunching. Both the accounting machine opera-
tors and the amendments clerks should be briefed on the entire con-
version process.
Meanwhile, in the DPD, the keypunch operators should be given
training by the DPD Coordinator in getting familiar with which vari-
ables to keypunch (from the trade account cards) and in what columns.
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Alter the two-week training period, the persons (mainiy,
the accounting machine operators, amendments clerks, and the keypunch
operators) involved should have a good feel for what their roles are
in the conversion exercise and the following two weeks of "dry-run"
can then begin. During the "dry-run" period, all the stages in
the conversion process up to and including verification of cards
will be carried out. The accuracy of the information contained in
the verified cards will be assessed and the major causes for any
unusual level of errors will be analysed and appropriate corrective
measures taken. Also, any "bottlenecks" will be identified and the
reasons causing them will be examined and again corrective measures
will be taken as appropriate.
At the end of these four weeks, the conversion process should
have been set up and duly tested and modified to ensure maximum
efficiency and accuracy. The actual conversion can then go live.
5.4 Task 2- Separation of Trade Accounts from
Domestic and Other Accounts
The objective of this task, which will be spread out over
four months, is to separate the trade account cards from the domestic
and other account cards and to send them to the DPD for data conver-
sion. Since the separation of the account cards will be done by the
accounting machine operators, no additional labor resource will be
required for the separation of account cards. However, a messenger
and/or a driver will be required to carry the trade account cards
from the WWO which is housed in the Murray Building on Garden Road
to the DPD in the New Mercury House in Wanchai every day. Also,
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special baskets to carry the trade account cards will have to be
prepared, together with log sheets for control purposes.
Now, the trade accounts are filed together with the rest of
the other accounts (mainly domestic) in wooden racks inside a room
in the WWO. All the account cards are green in colour, except the
newer trade account cards which are yellow in color. Also, the
trade account cards are clearly labelled "T" on the front, likewise,
the domestic account cards are clearly labelled "D". Thus, it is
very easy to distinguish a trade account from other accounts. During
the normal billing process, at the time the last meter reading (from
the Meter Reading Handbook) is updated in the trade account card
and the appropriate demand note for the current billing cycle is
produced, the accounting machine operator can put the trade account
card into a special basket mentioned above. And if he does the same
operation for all the trade accounts he comes across in a day, the
trade accounts for the day would then be separated from the other
accounts. At the end of a day, a log (again in duplicate) can then
be prepared containing all the account numbers of the trade accounts
in that particular basket, while the other copy will be retained by
the amendments clerk who is responsible for keeping track of all the
trade account cards, whether dispatched to the DPD or not.
The messenger will then collect all these baskets at the end
of a day and send them over to the DPD for data conversion. Since
there are about 60,000 trade accounts to be processed, if they are
evenly distributed throughout the billing cycle of 4 months, there
will be of the order of 700 to 800 trade accounts in a day to be sent
over to the DPD for processing, which is reasonable. Even if the
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trade accounts are not evenly distributed throughout the billing
cycle, which is likely since the trade accounts tend to be concen-
trated in industrial areas located in a few major spots in Hong
Kong, average daily work load for data conversion at the DPD will
not be affected since the DPD can process the trade accounts at a
rate they desire, regardless regardless of the rate at which the trade accounts
are sent to them.
Separation of account cards will be carried out in a four
month period at the end of which automation of the billing system
will take place.
5.5 Task 3 - Data conversion at the Keypuncn
Stations with Subsequent Card Reading
The objective of this task can be seen from its description.
For control purposes, the trade account cards in special baskets,
sent over from the WWO will be carefully logged when they are received
as well as when they are sent back to the WWO. The data conversion
method employed is Method 1 as described and recommended in Chapter
4. That is, the essential data elements will be keypunched directly
from the trade account cards and subsequently verified. The verified
cards will then be kept in a special location in DPD ready for the
master file to be created. Those trade account cards that have been
processed will be marked "CONVERTED" and reassembled according to
the log which goes with that particular batch. The batches, after
processing will be returned to the W' WO as soon as possible for
refiling for inquiry purposes only. The "CONVERTED" mark will indi-
cate that any subsequent amendments will have to be recorded on
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amendments capturing forms as mentioned above.
5.6 Task 4- Edit and Validate Transactions
The objective of this task is to edit and validate converted
transactions which are anticipated to have errors, either from
original source or from conversion.
The verified cards from the previous task will be entered
into the input edit/validate module of the automated water billing
system. The records with errors will be identified and an error
listing will be produced. The errors will be duly corrected. This
procedure must be done on a continuous basis, say, over three months,
in order not to have too large a batch for corrections at the end.
The reject rate is currently unknown but is anticipated to be less
than 10%. In the event the input edit/validate module of the automated
system is not available, a special program should be written for this
purpose*
The end-deliverable item of this task is a fully edited and
validated master file.
5.7 Task 5- Accrual of Amendments
The objective of this task, which will again last for about
four months, is to accrue amendments pertaining to a given trade
account occuring from the time the particular trade account card is
sent to the DPD for data conversion to immediately before the
automated water billing system is brcught into operation. This task
will make sure that all the amendments occuring since data conversion
of a given Trade Account will be updated in the master file to be
created for and prior to automation of the billing system. As
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mentioned above, the amendments clerks will be responsible for this
task-
As soon as an amendment for a trade account is brought to
the attention of the amendments clerk, he should check the account
number of that particular trade account to see if the account card
is in the WWO or in the DPD. If the account card is in the WWO and
not marked "CONVERTED", he can simply update the amendment in that
trade account card. If the account card is in the VAVO but marked
"CONVERTED", he should enter the details of the amendment on an
amendments capturing form (in duplicate) and he should keep one copy
of the amendments capturing form together with the "converted" trade
account card and keep the other copy in a special. basket to be sent
to the DPD for keypunching when the time comes for updating the
master file. If upon checking, the account card has been sent to
the DPD, the amendment should also be entered on the amendments
capturing form and an entry on an "Amendments List" should be made,
detailing the trade account number and brief remarks about the
amendment. Every time the "converted" trade accounts are sent back
from the DPD and before refiling, a check has to be made to see if
any of the return trade accounts appears in the amendments list.
If any of the returned trade accounts does appear in the amendments
list, the appropriate amendments capturing form should be located
and filed together with the converted trade account card for later
references.
Having accrued all the amendments in the manner indicated
above, the next step in the conversion process will be to update
these amendments in the master file created. This will be the subject
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matter of the next section.
5.8 Task 6- Maintenance of the Master File Created
For and Prior to Automation
The objective of this task again can be seen from its
description. All the amendments accrued as described in the last
section will be updated in the master file created in Task 4 for
the automated billing process. This task will be scheduled to begin
about two weeks prior to bringing the automated billing system up.
During these two weeks, the amendments capturing forms will be
collected from the amendments clerks in the WWO, and then keypunched
and verified. The verified cards will form the inputs to a main-
tenance program to be written by the systems people in the Project
Team for the automation of the water billing system. The maintenance
program will be run after which a fully updated master file, duly
backed up, will be ready for the automated water billing system.
The fully updated master file is the end deliverable item of this




6.1 Overview of the Problems Involved with a Method
of File Conversion Other Than
the Recommended Method
In the last chapter, a recommendation has been made on the
work plan for the file conversion of the trade accounts. To a
given problem, there are always more than one approach. The problem
of file conversion for automation of the water billing system is
no exception. The rationale behind the proposal that the conversion
should be carried out in a period of four months, which corresponds
to a billing cycle, is that taking this approach, disturbance on
the manual billing system would be minimal. Moreover, it is felt
that the approach would result in errors which would be less than
those with any other approach. That the proposed approach would have
these advantages is due to the fact that trade accounts, under the
proposed approach, are separated as they occur in the billing process
and no extraction of account cards is necessary.
However, if for some reason the four month scale has to be
compressed, for instance, by half, then half of the trade account
cards to be converted have to be extracted two months ahead of the
time they would appear in the billing process had extraction not
been necessary, while the other half of the trade account cards will
be processed in the way described in the proposed work plan.
Exhibit 17 gives a better idea as to what it would be like, if the
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four month scale was compressed by half.
Exhibit 17- File Conversion with the Proposed Four
Month Scale Compressed by Half
Trade Account Cards




for Month 3 and Month 4for Month 1 and Month 2
separated during normal
separated during normal
billing process and converted




One Normal Billing Cycle
As can be imagined, the problems associated with compression
are, firstly, that work load on most people involved will be increased.
This may be a cause for more troubles and/or errors. Secondly, it
has been mentioned that it takes about 32 operator-months to accom-
plish the conversion exercise for the trade accounts. Now, if the
conversion exercise for the trade accounts is carried out in two
months, instead of four, the number of operators as well as the
number of keypunch stations required to handle the conversion exercise
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will go up to 16 for two months, which is substantially harder to
find than 8 keypunch operators and 8 keypunch stations for four
months. Thirdly, additional workers will have to be allocated
to extract the trade account cards from the wooden racks in the WWO.
Such a job is tedious and control of the account cards will become
less manageable.
Thus,. it can be seen that the more the four month scale is
compressed, the greater will these problems become. Therefore,
in order to maintain the problem of conversion at a manageable
level, the four month scale should not be compressed.
6.2 On Conversion of Domestic and Other Accounts
It can be seen from Exhibit 1 on page 4 that the domestic
accounts constitute about 90% of all the accounts, while the trade
accounts constitute about 9%. The remaining 1% of the accounts are
Government Accounts, Construction Accounts and Salt Water Accounts.
Thus, the number of domestic accounts is about 10 times that of
the trade accounts. Prima facie, then, the magnitude of the file
conversion exercise for the domestic and other accounts will be of
the order of 10 times that for the trade accounts. In other words,
if the method of direct keypunching from the water account cards
with verifying and subsequent card reading (Method 1 in Chapter 4)
is followed, the magnitude of the conversion exercise for the domestic
and other accounts will be of the order of 320 operator-months. In
fact, looking at the list of data elements for the automated water
billing system (as shown in Exhibit 10 on page 50) which was derived
from a random sample of trade account cards, there is no reason to
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believe that the number of characters for an average domestic
account (or any other account) would be significantly different from
200, a figure which is estimated for the trade accounts. Thus, it
can be concluded with fair confidence that the file conversion
exercise for the domestic and other accounts would take about 320
operator-months, if the same data conversion method as recommended
for the trade account is followed.
As far as the work plan for the file conversion of the
domestic and other accounts goes, exactly the same work plan as
recommended for the trade accounts can actually be followed. The
only problem anticipated if the same work plan is followed is that
the requirement of 320 operator-months means 20 operators and key-
punch stations even if the whole conversion exercise is to be carried
out in 16 months, that is, four billing cycles. Assuming that a
sixteen month scale is followed, it can be seen that, unless the DPD
is convinced that they can acquire 20 keypunch operators and keypunch
stations for 16 months and that the WWO is happy with bringing the
automated water billing system for the domestic and other accounts
up gradually in 4 billing cycles,'an alternative method of data
conversion should be considered.
In point of fact, one possible alternative method of data
conversion is Method 3 as described in Chapter 4, That is, type-
writing with subsequent Optical Character Reading. The reason being
that, for one thing, typists appear to be easier to get than keypunch
operators and that typewriters are certainly cheaper than keypunch
stations. In Chapter 4, it has been mentioned that the rentals for
optical character readers are very high and that unless the
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transaction volume is large enough as to achieve "economies of
scale", alternatives employing optical character readers are not
recommended. However, since in this case, the transaction volume
is around 10 times that for the trade accounts, use of the optical
character readers should be considered more carefully. In considering
the use of optical character readers, the reject rate and the error
rate will have to be assessed since accuracy is an important criterion
in evaluating alternative conversion methods. Nevertheless, since
the reject and the error rates depend to a significant degree on
the actual machine and the paper used, no further comments on the
reject and error rates can be made apart from saying that they are
important parameters that have to be assessed.
Whatever the final choice of the conversion method is, the
conversion of the trade accounts will definitely provide useful




Our study was completes sometime in uecemner oz 1y(7 ana
documentation began around early January, 1976. Since our study
finished, there have been a number of developments in the automation
of the WYater Billing System. The intent here is to keep the reader
informed of such recent developments.
Sometime in January, 1976, a contract was formed between
the Hong Kong Government DPD and Brandon Applied Systems, Inc., a
U.S. software house specializing in translocation and conversion
of systems. The contract was on planning requirements to translocate
a system now successfully installed in the U.S. for use at the W O.
In the meantime, a Project Team at the DPD was formed, headed by
Mr. Bill Poon, Assistant Data Processing Manager, who directs the
project from the DPD management's point of view. Mr. John Tse was
assigned the Project Manager and an Analyst was also assigned full-
time to the project. At the WWO, Mr. S.L. Chan, the Business Manager,
is looking at the project from the WWO's end and a project manager
from the VW-10 was also assigned to the automation project. In early
February, two consultants from Brandon Applied Systems, Inc. arrived
in Hong Kong and completed the requirements analysis for the system
by early March.
The detailed work plan for the automation of the water
billing system for the trade accounts, being Phase I of the entire
automation project, was prepared by the middle of February. Phase II
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of the implementation will be the automation of the billing system
for all other accounts. In Phase III of the implementation, other
relevant subsystemsfor management information will be brought into
operation. The detailed work plan for Phase II and Phase III was
drafted up in early March. The software contractor is planning a
system operational date in July or August of this year for the Phase I
1
system.
In February, DPD invited tenders from vendors who could
provide key-to-tape facilities for the conversion plan. Such facili-
ties will be for the exclusive use for the automation of the water
billing system. Tenders was closed on Friday, February 6, 1976.
The installation of the system procedures will probably be
augmented later by the Organization and Methods Group of the Hong
Kong Government. In the meantime, the DPD is looking for machine
time to operate the automated billing system, to be translocated from
the U.S., which currently runs on an IBM 370 environment under IBM
operating system OS. The reason for this is that the DPD has recently re-
quested proposals to upgrade its ICL 1904S configuration. Since they
have not yet decided on which vendor to deal with in upgrading its
machine, it would be inappropriate to convert the system to be
translocated, which currently runs under an IBM/OS, so that it can
run on the ICL machine the DPD is now using and later to convert the
system again so that it can run on whatever configuration the DPD is
going to upgrade to.
1 For a brief description of the system to be installed, the
reader is referred to Appendix 7 on page 136.
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These are some of the more important developments in the
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Attnched i3 the final proposal of my research students for your
review and approval. You will recall that you have already approved:
Lee Hung Kuen, "Aualysia of tha a roblen of File Conversion of
the Hongkong Government I-Tater Billing Systcm."
Cheung 0Ping Yu, A.nilysio and Recor, iendation for Chanas in the
Meter Reading ttethod for Automntion of the Hong-
kong Government Wator Bi11 inp System".
This final effort is:
Wong Tnk Chiu, "Optimum billing Cycle Analysis for Autonatioa
of the Hongkong Government Uater Billing System.
As c1igcliqsed, I will be directly superviaing all thres students and
in addition Dr. John Fspy will supervise the financial portion of the
third effort. I want to take Chia opportunity to thank you again for
your fine cooperation in finding such praguatic and pertinent efforts
for my students to work on.
If I could ask a further favour. Attached you will find a draft
of a hand out I would like all three students to leave with all partica
they interview to clarify their role to avoid any possible misunder-
standings. You will notice. that it emphasizes that the level of effort
is one day a week - I particularly want to atistire that there are no
disappointnents due to unrealistic axpectationn on the part of DDP or
WWO personnel contccted by my students. We will be reporting our
analysis-to-date to you at the end of November.
Yours sincerely.
Bernard J. Bennington
BJB:nl IBM Visiting Profossor
b.c.c. Dr. John Espy, Mr. Lee hung Kuen, Mr. Cheung Ping Yu
Mr. Wong Tak Chiu
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APPENDIX I (contd.)
The Lingnan Institute of Business Administration, as part ox its
requirements for award of the degree of Master of Business Adminis-
tration, obliges the second-year students to undertake research
into some aspect of Hongkong business relevant to their area of
rnecs alization.
One such research programme is that supervised by Dr. B. J. Bennington
in the area of information systems. In order to provide live
opportunities to develop thesis material the Government Department
of Data Processing (DDP) has kindly cooperated in allowing some of
our students to examine problems which are particularly pertinent
and relevant to DDP's current system development programme.
Three of our students specializing in the area of information systems
are concerning themselves with the possible automation of the water
billing system.
Cheung Ping Yu is examining the current method of meter reading data
collection to see if it can be modified to readily convert into
machine readable form.
Lee Hung Kuen is examining the problems of converting the current
paper file to machine readable form.
Wong Tak Chiu is examining the optimum billing cycle from a point
of view of cash flow benefits versus billing costs.
Starting in early October the students will spend approximately one
day a week on their research efforts. By the end of term it is
expected that they will have reached their conclusions and be in
a position to make recommendations. During the Spring term of 1976
they will be preparing their thesis document for submission in May
to the Graduate Council.
Should you be interested in further information of this programme
or on the Institute please contact: Dr. Bennington at the above
address or on 12-612211 extension 430.
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APPENDIX 2
DERIVATION OF NON-RECURRENTS SAVINGS BASED
ON MONTHLY BILLING OF MAJOR TRADE CONSUMERS ONLY 1
1. Of 42,000 Trade consumers, 1,500 accounted for 65% of the water
supplied (1971 analysis).
2. All Trade consumers paid 54% of the total fees paid (1972/73
collection statistics).
3. Total revenue for 1972/73 HK$140 m.
4. Revenue from Trade consumers = 54% of HK$140 m.= HK$75.6 m.
5. Revenue from 1,500 largest Trade consumers =
65% of HK$75.6m.= HK$49.lm.
6. The one-time effect of bringing the cycle forward to a monthly
basis would be equivalent to five months, i.e. 4 months' billing
plus one month delay, or
5/12 x HK$49.lm.= HK$20.5m.
7. The mean of this amount represents the time over which the
benefit would be achieved= HK$l0.3m.
NOTES
a. All of the 1,500 Trade consumers mentioned here would be billed
monthly, however the slight additional burden of collection has
been more than offset by changing the billing cycle from 3 months
to 4 months, reducing the effective workload by 25%.
b. If all Trade consumers were billed, or if all consumers were brought
up to a two-month cycle rather than a four-month cycle then further
benefits of this kind can be taken. However since this is a much
larger scale it would need to be closely considered in relation to
any additional costs felt necessary by Treasury to cope with the
volume.
c. The computerized system would be sufficiently flexible to allow
any one or any combination of these possibilities to take place,
and also for subsequent charges in this combination if necessary,
to be made with a minimum of effort or cost.
1 Lowe Bingham Company (Management Consultants). Covering
Letter to the Final Report on the Feasibility of Computerization of
the Commercial Water Meter System, April 1974, p. 7.
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People- Names, Addresses, Phones.
Documents- Title, Author, Date, to be collected from whom (name and title)
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LIST OF ALL THE PERSONS INTERVIEWED




Assistant Data Processing Manager
Mr. John Tse
Project Manager- Water Works Project
Hong Kong Government Water Works Office (WWO)
Mr. S. L.ka flail
Business Manager
Mr. Chan Hung Sum
Acting Treasury Accountant
Special Systems Group
Miss Betty T se
Treasury Accountant
Special Systems Group





WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER READING1
Periodic cycle readingCause of Action:
Special Reading arising from complaints or
requests from consumers




1. Select Handbook(s) and hand over to juniorEvents:
meter reader via supervising meter
reader
2. Meter read by the junior meter readers
3.a) Workmen's Note prepared to advise House
service Section for subsequent action,
e.g. meter repairs, meter testing, etc.
or b) Prepare memo (explanation) for either
the revision of walking order or too
heavy workload.
or c) Allocate new account numbers for new
installations, the exact walking order
of which have been clarified.
4. Scrutinising meter reading slips by
supervising meter reader
5. Spot checking of meter readings (selection
rests with individual meter reader)
6. Average account consumption if necessary
7. Pass out for billing.
1 Lowe Bingham Company (Management Consultants). Final Report
on the Feasibility of Com uterization of the Commercial Water Meter




Schedule of periodic billing




Meter reading slips (with readings)
Meter reading slips (with a/c numbers newly
alloted)
Letter to consumer (for high consumption,
locked premises, obstruction etc.)




WATERWORKS OFFICE - COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER READING - SUPPLEMENTARY 1
Steps taken towards Irregularities of Consumption:
For any material consumption deviations, either high orGeneral:
low, measures are taken to sort out the underlying reasons,
probably by arranging another immediate checking of the
meter reading.
As a whole, meter reading handbooks are passed out for
billing regardless of the amount of high consumption or low
consumption involved, unless otherwise held up for
special action.
The amount of deviation is found by comparing the present
reading with the average reading of the four preceeding
readings, if any.
High Consumption
* 1. Deviation ranging from 30% to 200%
- no special treatment
* 2. Deviation ranging from 200% to 900%
- Standard letter sent to the consumer with 2
copies to House Service Section for inspection
arrangement.
3. Deviation ranging from 1000% and over
- Standard letter sent to consumer with a memo
to House Service Section for site inspection.
Low Consumption
* 1. Deviation ranging from 30% to 200%
- no special treatment
* 2. Deviation ranging from 200% and over
- no letter is sent to consumer but a memo (standard)
is forwarded to House Service Section for site
inspection.
* Should there be sufficient reason(s) to back up the outcome of such
deviation, no special action is made. The case follows the normal
billing procedures.
1 Ibid., p. 100.
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WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
WATER ACCOUNT BILLING'
1. Normal periodic billingCause of Action:
2. Special Billing on account of special request,
change of Guarant orship/Tenancy, Meter
Removal or other situations necessitating
temporary holding-up of accounts.
1. Meter Reading SectionSections Involved:
2. Addressograph Section
3. Water Account Section
4. Machine Room
5. Slip Posting and Reconciliation Section
150000 per monthFrequency:
1. Meter readings are read on site, rectifiedEvents:
and averaged if necessary and updated in
Handbooks.
2. Address- printed demand notes are pre-
pared by means of addressograph plates.
3. Each set of documents, namely, Meter Reading
Handbook slip. Water Account Card and
address- printed demand notes are put
through manual or machine billing pro-
cedures to produce a completed Demand
Note, a fully updated Water Account Card
and an addition to the Control Billing Report
Schedule for the period simultaneously.
1 Ibid., p. 101.
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4. Meter Reading Handbooks and Water Account
Cards are returned to the appropriate Sec-
tions immediately after use.
5. Batches of Demand Notes are sent for
guillotining for separation of the "Office
Slips' from the 'Major Slips' ready to be
mailed to the customers.
6. Control is kept intact in the form of recon-
ciliations of amount totals between batches
of demand notes and control reports/
schedules.
7. A Grand Summary is prepared for every
billing cycle giving details of demand note
charges in terms of supply zone, general
type of supply and.the standard allowance.
8. The 'Major Slips' are dispatched to customer
for payment while the 'Office Slips' are
retained as source documents for recon-
ciling amounts of subsequent receipts.
1. Periodic water account billing schedule.Source Documents:
1. Meter Reading HandbookMedia:
2. Addressograph plates
3. Water Account Cards
Demand Note (Major Slip)Output:
Demand Note (Office Slip)
Control Report/Schedule




WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
WATER REVENUE COLLECTION'
1. Notification of account settlement fromCause of Action:
Treasury, in the form of receipt stubs.
1. Slip Posting and Reconciliation SectionSections Involved:
2. Meter Reading Section
3. Water Account Section
150000 per monthFrequency:
1. Receipt stubs of Demand Notes and state-Events:
ments of collections are received from
Treasury, District Offices, N. T. and
Resettlement Estates.
2. The receipt stubs are sorted in order of
billing cycle. Corresponding 'Office Slips'
are extracted for reconciliation with the
receipt stubs. Any deviations in amount
will follow the routines dealing with over-
payment, underpayment and double payment
of water accounts.
3. Should the receipt stub match with the 'Office
Slip' in amount, they will be kept separately
for a period before destruction.
4. Any demands in arrears will follow 'Discon-
nection' procedures.
1 Ibid., p. 103.
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1. Demand Note (Office Slip)Source Documents:
2. Demand Note Receipt Stub
3. Statement of Collections
1. Desk Control LedgerMedia:
2. Cycle Control Ledger, a monthly trial
balance on collections by cycle.
3. Master Control Ledger, a running control
account on collections.
4. Collection Book
1. Reconciled 'Office Slips' and receipt stubsOutput:
2. Return of. Disconnection Orders.




Schedule for 3rd Period 1975
Days of
Period of Issue Meter ReadingDue District Grace
Hand-bookDate
A.M.O.A.V.ADD.M.R.J.M.R.
(W 16-6688/3),Western 1-94,(Approx. 50,000 A/cs) K 8270-13394/1)Kowloon 100-211.
8.11.756.11.7527.10.75 28 Days27.10.7521.10.75
17.12.7517.11.7515.11.754.11.754.11.7529.10.75
(E 1-4832/6),Eastern 1-81,(Approx. 45,500 A/cs) (K 60205-69537),Kowloon 862-891,
(K 16847-20161).Kowloon 275-340.5.11.75- 16.11.75- 18.11.75 28 Days
5.11.7530.10.75 23.12.7527.11.7525.11.7512.11.7512.11.756.11.75
(V 1-2724/1-370-2724/15),Chai Wan Est 1-13,(Approx. 56,500 Acs)
E 4834-19964),Eastern 82-244,
V 24000-27301/130).Hing Wah Est. 14-20.
B. S. B.S.Z. (3), G. 0.Meter Adapters 28 DaysGQZ,(3), R.A.(3)
28.11.75 1 Month13.11.75 26.11.7513.11.75 B.A.& B.A.Z. CT.7.11.75 6.1.766.12.754.12.7521.11.7520.11.7514.11.75
(K 25787-31396),Kowloon 424-530(Approx. 53,500 A/cs) (V 14600-23847),Wa Fu Estate 1-20
w 6689-7380/400),Western 95-103
K 13394/10-16846/94),Kowloon 212-274,
(K 31396/111-31396/690,Mei Tung Est.7.12.755.12.7522.11.75 28 Days15.11.75 21.11.75 Shipping(W)16. 1.7617.12.7515.12.751.12.7530.11.7524,11.75
(K 31397-37944),Kowloon 531-666,(Approx. 63,000 A/cs) (K 1-31456-2520-31460/3),Tung Tau Est. 1-7,
N.T.K. (K 6080/500-7336/100)N.T.K. 1-77,
Oi Dian Est. 1-18.
Shipping (K),C L & F
18.12.75 28 Days1.12.75 16.12.7525.11.75 2.12.75 Co. Ltd.
5.2.762.1.7631.12.7512.12.7511.12.755.12.75








(Approx. 66,000 A/cs) Central 1-57, (C 23-5393),
Kowloon 341-423, (K 20164-25786),
Un Chau St. L.C.H,1-12, (K 90601-95898),
Tsuen Wan 110-116, (VZ 17732/50-19524),
Tsuen Jan 117-178, (VZ 19570-26350) &
(Shek Yam L.C.H., (VZ 30001-48800),
Kwai Hing L.C.H., B.S. & B.S.Z.(1), Shipping (C),
Lei Muk Shue L.C.H.) G.Q. & G.Q.Z.(1), R,A.(1).
1. 1.76- 3. 1.76-5.1.75- 12.12.75- 28 Days13.12.75 H.K.E. & Co. Ltd. (C).
1 Month12. 1.76 12. 2.7610. 1.76 C.L. & P. Co. Ltd. (2).24.12.7522.12.7516.12.75
(VZ 8217/201-8762),(Approx. 51, 500 A/cs) Shatin 1-22,
(VZ 11080/450-75-12322/13),Sai Kung 1-15,
(VZ 210-12322/30-15-12327/410),Rennic Mill 1-8,
(VZ 2-289/1-399-289/76),Kiwi Chung Est., 1-30,
Village, (V 1-8399)
(V 1-3388-273-3388/16),Tin Wan Est., 1-7,
(V 1-3850/1- 1600-3850/10),Wong Chuk Hang L.C.H.
1-15,
(V 8400-14532),Shek Pai Wan Est. 1-14,
(VZ 8770-8770/1272).Lek Yuen San Tsuen 1-4.
13. 1.76 Shipping (E & V)25.12.75- 11. 1.7623.12.7517.12.75
28 DaysH.K.E. Co. (E & V)20.2.7621.1.7619.1.766.1.764.1.7628.12.75
(Approx. 58,000 Acs) (VZ 12334-13080),Cheung Chau 1-18,
Unlong 1-32
(Tai 0, Lantao, Hay (VZ 5901-985-8217/25),
Ling Chau, Peng Chau) (vz 13999-14659 1061),
(K 06100-120432),Kowloon 937-994,
7.1.76- 20.1.76- 22. 1.76-19.12.75 (VZ 16728/50-17732),5. 1.76 T.W. 107-109,
28 Days7. 1.76 Tsz Wan Shan Est. 1-67.30. 1.7613. 1.76 16. 1.76 28. 1.76 (K 5-3140/5-31495/68).2. 3.76
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(P 1-324),Peak 1-12,(Approx. 47,000 A/cs)
(HL 1-2498/222),High Level 1-45,
(VZ 26401-30000),Castle Peak Est. 1-4,
L.C.K., K.D., K.C., K.G. (K 5441-6080/220),
(K 78101/1-78231/462),N.T.K. Est. 1-26,
Kowloon 892-936, (K 69540-90600) & (K 95899-96190)
29. 1.76- H.K.U.31. 1.763. 1.76- 17. 1.7614. 1.76 28 DaysH.K.E. & Co. (P.W. & H.L.
7. 2.76 8. 3.765. 2.7626. 1.7623. 1.7617. 1.76
42 Days
19.3.76. Forces7.2.76.
(K 1-7318/10 - 572-7318/230),Lamtin Est. 1-43,(Approx. 49,500 A/cs)
(VZ 176/49 - 1050-176/190),Shek Lei Est. 1-31,
(VZ 8785 - 8887/100),Tai Po Au 1-5,
(VZ 8890 - 0034/906),Tai Po 1-29,
(VZ 9934/1000 - 10261),Fanling 1-16,
(VZ 10263 - 10444/276),Luen Wu Mkt. 1-5,
(VZ 10451 - 10596/975),Shataukok 1-16,
(VZ 10597- 11972/1080),Sheung Shui 1-33,
(VZ 60-372/2- 1068-372/2).Tai Wo Hau Est. 1-2,8. 2.766. 2-7b27. 1.7b 28 Days18. 1.76- 24. 1.76 N.T.S.R. (1-12)16. 2.76 16. 3.7614. 2.765. 2.765. 2.7627. 1.76
L.C.K., Kwai Chung 1-32, (VZ 1-357),(Approx. 67,500 Arcs) (VZ 101-357/14-3368),T.W. 1-64,
(VZ 3370-5317/80),Ping Shan 1-48,
(VZ 5319-5651/70),Au Tau, Kam Tin
(VZ 6086-6087/2000),Unlong Est. 1-10,
(K 7145-1104-7145/510),Sau Mau Ping Est. 1-62,
(VZ 14661-16728/20),T.W. 101-106,
(K 1-7340-300-7340/250),Yau Tong Est. 1-13,
(K 7341-7345/210),Yau Tong 1,
(VZ 3369/3- 3369/500).Tsing Yi Island 1-5.
Shipping (VZ).(UnionG & Suntin
17. 2.76-6. 2.76 - 15. 2.766. 2.76-3. 1.76- 28 Days
26. 3.76 Stand-pipe)28. 2.7626. 2.7617. 2.7618. 2.7612. 2.76
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Period of Issue Days ofDue Meter Reading District GraceDat e Hand-book
A.M.O.A.V.ADD.M.R.J. .R
Kowloon 1-99, (K 28-5440) & (K 7382-8260),(Approx. 46,000 A/cs)
Kowloon 801-861 (K 37947-60204).
B.S. & B.S.Z. (2).
28 DaysG.O.& G.O.Z. (2) .R,A. (2).19. 2.76- 18. 2.76- 27. 2.76- 1. 3.76763. .7 1 MonthSalt Water (Island & Mainland)0. .76 7. 4.767. 3.765. 3.7626. 2.7626. 2.76
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WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
CHANGE OF GUARANTORSHIP/TENANCY1
Cause of Action: 1. Request from prospective new guarantor.
2. Request from old guarantor.
3. Request from owner.
4. Memo of tenancy alternation from departments.
1. Accounts RegistrySections Involved:
2. Addressograph Section
3. Deposit Section
4. Water Accounts Section- Supplementary Accounts
Sub-section
5. Fee Accounts Section
6. Arrears Bad Debts Section
7. Meter reading Section
Frequency:- 1450/month (other than Government Quarters)
200/month (Government Quarters)
l.a. Memo of tenancy alteration (for Government* Events:-
Quarters)
or b. New Form F and/or letter from public
2. Standard letters of receipt (enquiring for
consent on the part of concerned parties).
3. Issue Demand Note (E) to new guarantor and
ascertain settlement.
4. Amend addressograph plate and water account card.
5. Issue 'Final Account' to old guarantor (unless
final reading is requested for, otherwise
on averaging basis).
1Lowe Bingham Company (Management Consultants). Final Report
on the Feasibility of Computerization of the Commercial Water Meter
System, April 1974, p. 68.
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6. Clarification on account position- issue
final notice and follow-up actions for
recovery of arrears, if any.
7. Demand Note demands received, if not,
outstanding balance to set-off deposit
amount (N.B. Debts thereafter still
left outstanding will follow bad debt
action).
8. Standard letter asking for deposit release
slip (signed).
(N.B. Only when deposit is available to be
refunded).
9. Verify signatory on 'release' slip with that
of the deposit stub.
10. Refund by Treasury.
New Form F, and letterSource Document:
Memo of tenancy alteration, GF 140 (Government
Quarter)
Water Account CardMedia:
Change of Guarantorship Card
'ACT' File
Meter Reading Handbook (Original/Proforma)
Supplementary Final Account (to old guarantor)Output:
Deposit Demand Note (to new guarantor)
Copy Final Notices- re respective outstanding
demands (to old guarantor)
Standard letter for Deposit Release Slip (to
old guarantor)
* For Government Quarters, Offices, Forces and part of




WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
CHANGE OF METERED PREMISES1
(alteration of premises description, probably from Lot No. to Housing No.)
1. Information from consumerCause of Action:
2. Reference to Rate Valuation Department Report
3. Application for separate metering from part
of the flats under common meter.
1. Accounts RegistrySections Involved:
2. Housing Service Registry
3. House Service Section
4. Meter Reading Section
5. Addressograph Section
6. Water Accounts Section
12,000/yearFrequency:
1. Re 'Cause of Action' aboveEvents:
2. Standard letter of reply to consumer, if
necessary
j. Advise House Service foreman to carry out
site inspection
4. Rectification of exact description of metered
premises
5. Amendment made on Meter Reading Handbook,
Water-Account card, and addressograph plate.
re 'Cause of Action'Source Document:
'ACT' FileMedia:
House Service File (and/or Circulation Sheet)
Advice of Change of Metered Premises
1 Ib p. 70.
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Output: Amended Addressograph plate
Amended Meter Reading Handbook
Amended Water Account Card
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WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
CHANGE OF ADDRESS (POSTAL) 1





1. Letter from consumer/guarantorEvents:
2. Standard letter of receipt (asking for
confirmation from concerned parties,
if necessary)
3. Amendment made in addressograph plate,
and Water Account card
Letter from consumer/guarantorSource Document:
'ACT' FileMedia:
Amended Water Account CardOutput:
Amended Addressograph plate.
1 IbIb=, p. 71.
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WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER TESTING 1
(a) Request from consumer (probably owing toCause of Action:
high consumption charge)
(b) Query raised by House Service Inspector,







(a) Request from consumer- 1,200/yearFrequency:
(b) Query raised internally- No readily avail-
able data.
1. Letter and Form I received from consumerEvents:
(guarantor)
2. 'ACT' File for query raised
3. Standard letter of receipt sent to consumer
(advising return of Form I, if necessary).
4. Extract details of meter, viz. meter number,
type, size.
5. Advise Waterworks Inspector to arrange date
and time for meter testing.
6. Letter notifying consumer for date of meter
testing.
7. Old meter removed for testing (with new
meter installed).
8. Update meter reading handbook for replacements
and readings.
1 Ibid., p. 72.
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9. Arrange Demand Notes for meter removal,
meter testing and meter refixing changes,
if necessary.
10. Letter to consumer notifying result of meter
testing with Demand Notes enclosed, if any.
11. Ascertain settlement of demands and follow
actions for 'DISCONNECTION', if otherwise.
House Service FileSource Document:
'ACT' File
Form I and/or letter from consumer
Circulation Sheet (W.W.O. 58)Media:
Meter Testing Report
Workmen's Note (serially numbered, W.W.O. 59)
Meter Reading Handbook
Letters to consumerOutput:
Demand Notes for Meter removal, meter
testing, and meter refixing charges.
(where appropriate).




WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER REPAIRS1
Case raised by House Service inspector orCause of Action:
meter readers on site visit.





1. Case raised by meter readersEvents:
2. Site inspection by House Service Foreman
(case examined as to whether it is due
to the wilful damage on the part of the
consumer or not. If positive, charges
are to be made to the consumer with
Form I completed)
3. Letter to consumer, demanding completion
of Form I.
4. Meter replaced with a copy of Workmen's
Note to consumer.
5. Update Meter reading handbook
6. Issue Demand Note for repairs charged at
actual cost, meter removal and refixing
charges.
7. Ascertain settlement of demands and follow




Old Circulation Sheet (WWO 58)
Letters to consumerOutput:
Demand Note for repairs, meter removal and
refixing charges, if necessary.
1 Ibid., P. 74.
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WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER RESITING1
Request from consumer, with Form I.Cause of Action:
Proposal raised by Meter readers or House
Service Foreman.




No readily available dataFrequency:
1. Re 'Cause of Action' aboveEvents:
2. Letter to consumer requiring submission
of Form I, if necessary
3. Form I received
4. Standard Letter of receipt to consumer
5. Issue Demand Note (Form D) for meter
removal and refixing charges. Schedule
of Free prepared and await for daily
collection sheet from Treasury.
6. If demands still left outstanding, issue
remainder letter for prompt settlement
7. Prepare cancellation memo if no payment
is made for works requested
8. If paid, advise House Service Section for
action
9. Update Meter Reading Handbook.
Letter and Form I from consumerSource Document:
Memo for action from Meter Reading Section or
House Service Section




Circulation Sheet (WWO 1000)
Daily Collection Sheet from Treasury
Meter Reading Handbook
1. Demand Note (Form D) and reminder letter,Output:
if needed.
2. Schedule of Fees
3. Letters to consumer
4. Memo of cancellation.
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WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
LOSS OF METER1
Case spotted by deter readersCause of Action:
Case spotted by House Service Foreman
Case spotted by Consumer (for reimbursement)





1. Re 'Cause of Action' aboveEvents:
2. Letter of receipt to consumer, if necessary
3. Site inspection by House Service Foreman
with loss report
4. Update Meter Reading Handbook
5. Report to police
6. Letter to consumer demanding for signed
Form I
7. Demand Note for loss of meter charged
to consumer (at a lapse of time after (6),
normally a month)
8. Subsequent procedures follow 'BAD DEBT
ACTION'.
Letter from consumerSource Document:
'ACT' File
Form I
Media: Old Circulation Sheet( WWO 58)
House Service File
1 Ibid 0 1 p- 77.
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APPENDIX 6.7 (contd.)
Output: 1. Letters to consumer
2. Demand Note for lost meter (Form D)
3. Loss of Meter Report (for individual case)
4. Application for write off (G.F. 190)
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APPENDIX 6.8
WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMI ERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
DISCONNECTION1
Non-payment of water chargesCause of Action:
Non-return of Form F duly signed for
taking over guarantorship
Non-payment of water deposit by the
prospective new guarantor for
change of guarantorship
Non-compliance of Form K, an undertaking










Depot (House Service Section)
Non-payment of water charges- 1,200/monthFrequency:
Others- 300/month
1. a) Final Notice or reminder letter sentEvents:
after the credit period (14 days) of
the corresponding demand note issued.
or b) Reminder letter sent, demanding for
the immediate compliance of under-
takings.
2. Issue Form J, Notice of Disconnection
(WWO 47, W1NO 88, W O 89 respectively
where appropriate) 7 days after the issue
of Final Notice or reminder.
1 IbIb, p. 78.
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APPENDIX 6.8 (contd.)
N.B. For water consumption charges,
Form J and Final Notice are sent
at the same time.
3. Memo and/or Schedules of DisconnectionEvents:
Order sent for approval by T/A or D. W. S.
7 days after the issue of Form J.
N.B. For details, please refer Report by
S.S.G. Report dated 10/5/73-
4. Approved memo and/or schedule sent to
Depot for disconnection action. (copy
retained in division)
5. Disconnection by Waterworks workmen with
a chit of notice to consumer.
6. Memo and/or schedule returned with remarks
of date of disconnection or reasons for no
disconnection taken. (If disconnected
meter to be kept in depot for some 2 months
before transferring to store.)
N.B. Request for with holding disconnection
may be accepted with one or two days
of grace for subsequent settlement.
7. Case pending for reconnection or other action
(please refer 'Meter Reconnection' or
'Meter Removal- involuntary').
Overdue office slip (Demand Note)Source Document:




Returns of Disconnection Order (for waterMedia:
charges only)
Dispute Record Book
Schedule of Disconnection Order (by Due DateOutput:
Cycle)
Copy memo and listing of disconnections




WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER RESTORATION1
(or Meter Reconnection)
Payment received from consumer for demand noteCause of Action:
in dispute under disconnection (with an









1. Request by consumer for reconnection, withEvents:
Form I
2. Clarification of reason for disconnection
3. Issue copy demand note for arrears and a
demand note for reconnection fee.
N. B. Demand Note for reconnection fee
only issued if the removed meter
is still kept in depot.
4. Clarification for subsequent settlement.
5. Advice to House Service Foreman for
reconnection, either in the form of
phone advice by Accounts Division or
direct approach by consumer bearing
Demand Notes with receipt printings.
6. Reconnection of meter by depot
7. Update Meter reading Handbook
1 Ibid., p. 80
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APPENDIX 6.9 (contd.)
Demand Note ReceiptsSource Document:
Chit of Notice
Form I with or without letter
Returns of Disconnection UrderMedia
Restoration of Water Supply Book
Register of ReconnectionReports:
Schedule of Fees (to Treasury, monthly)
Demand Note for reconnection fee ($5.00)
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APPEVDIX 6.10
WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER REFIXING1
Request from consumer after disconnection.Cause of Action:
(meter has been transferred to Store
from depot through Stores Returns Slip.)
Request from consumer after loss of meter.






1. Request from consumer (with signed FormEvents:
F & I)
2. Letter of receipt acknowledgement to
consumer
3. Site inspection by House Service Foreman
(procedures in line with those of
meter installation system in general)
4. Approval letter to consumer
5. Issue Demand Note for meter refixing
fee and deposit (only if change of
guarantorship is involved)
6. Clarification of Demand Note settlements
7. Meter refixing by depot
8. Update meter reading handbook and water
account card
Letter from consumer with Form F ISource Document:
House Service File
I Ibid., p. 82.
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APPENDIX 6.10 (contd.)
Media: Old Circulation Sheet (WWO 58)
Meter Refixing Register
Letters to consumerOutput:
Demand Notes to consumer for meter refixing




WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER REMOVAL- VOLUNTARY)
1. House DemolitionCause of Action:
2. Separate Metering in place of common meter
1. Accounts RegistrySections Involved:
2. House Service Registry
3. House Service Section
1+. Water Accounts.Section
5. Arrears Section




1. Form I and/or letter from GuarantorEvents:
2. Acknowledge receipt
3. Meter removed by depot with meter reading
taken and cost incurred accounted for
4. Demand notes issued for fees incurred.
5. Final Accounts issued (final reading taken
by depot at time of removal, or averaging
effected if reading not available).
6. Update Meter reading handbook and '.'later
Account Card




Meter Removal fee Demand NoteOutput:
Final Account
Updated meter reading Handbook
Updated Water Account Card
1 Ibid., p. 84.
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APPENDIX 6.12
WATERWORKS OFFICE - COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
METER REMOVAL - INVOLUNTARY1
No request for reconnection for 2-3 months sinceCause of Action:










1. Scrutinise Schedule of Disconnection OrdersEvents:
for remarks of reconnection and spot 0/S
disconnection cases. (2-3 months after the
disconnection)
2. Raise Meter Removal Card - Covering Urgent
3. Meter Removal by Depot with information
updated re meter number, meter reading
and date of removal
4. Update Meter reading handbook.
5. Clarify position of accounts in arrears
6. Demand Note for meter removal fee prepared
7. Final accounts for water charges prepared
8. Details of Deposit clarified
9. Set-off arrears and demands against deposit.
(Sequence, in order of priority: (1) Removal
fee (2) Water Account arrears (3) Final
account demands (4) Other fees if any).
10. Destroy Addresscgraph Plate.
1 Ibid., p. 85.
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APPENDIX 6.12 (contd.)
Events: 11. Standard letters issued to consurier, where
appropriate:
a) outstanding amount due after offsetting
(Final account and/or copy Final
Notices enclosed)
b) Amount left in excess after offsetting
(with advise for return of signed
deposit release slip).
c) Covering letter with demand note copies,
the demands of which have been settled
by setting off deposit.
12. Issue reminder letter 7 days thereafter (and
hence await for another 7 days for sub-
sequent settlement)
13. Process subsequent actions, namely, bad debt
action, deposit release and revenue collec-
tion, where appropriate.
Schedule of Disconnection OrderESource Document:
Copy listing of Disconnections
Meter Removal Card- covering urgentMedia:
Meter Reading Handbook
Meter Account Card
Standard letters with Demand Notes to consumer.Output:
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APPENDIX 6.13
WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
DEPOSIT RELEASE1
Change of Guarantorship/TenancyCause of Action:
Removal of Meter
Withdrawal of application after deposit








1. Re 'Cause of Action' aboveEvents:
2. Standard letter issued, asking for submission
of deposit release slip
3.a) Receipt of completed deposit release slip,
or b) Receipt of completed standard application
form in lieu of deposit release
4. Issue Temporary receipt to applicant.
N.B. For deposit release where the signature
is not of the original depositor or is
in place of a lost chop, a. standard
letter of indemnity must accompany the
application.
5. Clarification of account position and issue
copy demand notes with letter enclosed
for subsequent settlement, if any.
6.a) If settled, sort out deposit stub(s) and
attach them with deposit release slip(s)
or b) If arrears are still left outstanding, final
resort is to set off arrears by deposit
I Ibid., p. 87.
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APPENDIX 6.13 (contd.)
Events: Excess of Deposit after set off:- same as
6(a)
Deficit of Deposit after set off: follow
' Bad Debt Action' I.
7. Verify signatory on deposit release slip
with that of the deposit stub.
8. Authorisation by Senior Clerk for deposit
release, if any.
9. Issue approved deposit release slip with
covering letter to applicant.
10. Refund of deposit by Treasury
11. Update deposit record for any amount refunded.
Letter from consumerSource Document:





Change of Guarantorship Card
Meter Removal Card
Standard letters to applicantOutput:
Approved Deposit Release Slip.
N.B. Memo and control listing with paid deposit




WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
BAD DEBT ACTION1




*Frequency: 12,000 per billing period (4 months)
1. Standard letter (final warning) sent toEvents:-
consumer 7 days after the issuance of
reminder letter.
2. If necessary, measures are made to follow up
correspondence address of the consumer:
Source of InformationConsumer Type
- Registrar GeneralCompany
- Commissioner of RegistrationCommon Resident
(refer Fcrm F for I/D No.)
Housing Dept. Tenant- Housing Department
Resettlement Estate
xesettiement DepartmentTenant
3. Consideration for bad debt action:
a) legal action
N.B. It has so far been treated as super-
fluous.
b) arrears write-off
4. Prepare memo advice, with details of bad
debts and sent for approval by DWS and
then by Financial Secretary.




Long outstanding demand note (reference toSource Document:
demanding note office slips or registers
Standard letter (final warning) to consumerOutput:
Memo advice of bad debts sent for approval.
* Bad Debt Action towards Water Account arrears is
primarily intended to be carried out at quarterly
intervals. However, the practice has been suspended
for some two years up to the present moment.
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APPENDIX 6.15
WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
COMPLAINT ENQUIRY (GENERAL)- UNDERGROUND LEAKAGE1
Complaint letter from consumerCause of Action:
Question raised by meter reader or House
Service foreman







1. Letter of complaint from consumer (probablyEvents:
for high consumption charge)
2. (Advice for) site inspection by depot
3. Standard letter(s) of reply, with Form K,.
demanding for repairs works by the
consumer, if applicable
4. Site Inspection ascertaining fulfilment of
Form K
5. Update information in Meter Reading Handbook
6. Prepare Water Consumption calculation sheet
for approval by senior clerk. Leakage
Waiver Committee and finally by Director
of Water Supplies.
7. Leakage waiver approved, and
a) if the account has been held up, issue
a supplementary demand note with a
covering letter (standard) to consumer
I Ibid., p. 90.
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APPENDIX 6.15 (contd.)
b) if the account was billed but is stillEvents:
left outstanding, prepare a cancellation
Order for S.C./T.A./B.M.'s signature,
and issue a revised supplementary Demand
Note with a covering letter to consumer.
8. Update Water account card and handbook and
await settlement
g. Demand Note amount received, if not, follow
'DISCONNECTION' routine.
Letter from consumerSource Document:





Water Consumption Calculation Sheet
Letter(s) to consumerOutput:
Form K




WATERWORKS OFFICE-- COIti111ERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
COMPLAINT ENQUIRIES (GENERAL)- ERRONEOUS ALLOCATION OF IMIETERS1
Letter of complaint from consumerCause of Action






No readily available dataFrequency:
1. Complaint letter from consumerEvents:
2. Standard letter of receipt acknowledgement
to consumer
3. Scrutinise water account card and Meter
Reading Handbook and advise House Service
Foreman for site inspection
4+. Amendments in Meter reading Handbook (for
meter number and consumption figure, if
needed)
5. Amendments in Water Account Card
6. Letters to consumers (with supplementary
account Demand Note issued to the under-
charged consumer)





1 Ibid., p. 92.
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APPENDIX 6.16 (contd.)
Output: Standard letter(s) to consumer
Demand Note to under-charged consumer
Amended Meter Reading Handbook
Amended Water Account Card
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APPENDIX 6.17
WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
COMPLAINT AND ENQUIRY (GENERAL)-
CANCELLATION OF WATER ACCOUNTS DEAND NOTES1
Cause of Action: Complaint letter from consumer (probably for
machine defects)








1. Complaint letter from consumerEvents:
2. Standard letter of receipt acknowledgement
to consumer
3. Scrutinise Water Account Card and Meter
Reading Handbook and if necessary, advise
House Service Foreman for site inspection
4+. Issue letter of reply upon senior clerk's
approval
5. Prepare a cancellation order for S.C./T.A.'s
signature
6. Issue a revised Water Account Demand Note to
consumer
7. Update Water Account Card
Letter from consumerSource Document:
Memo of status of inspection from House Service
SPnti_on






1. Letter(s) to consumer (standard or otherwise)Output:
2. Demand Note to consumer
3. Cancellation Order
Frequency: 250/month
Users: Slip Posting Section
Water Account- Special Sub-section
Director of Audit
4. Analysis of Cancellation Orders
Frequency: monthly




WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
)VERPAYMENT, UNDERPAYMENT DOUBLE PAYMENT OF WATER A/Csl
Cause of Action: Complaint from consumer
Deviation of payment against demands spotted by
section
Accounts RegistrySections Involved:
Water Accounts- Special Sub-section
Slip Posting Section
Freouencv:
Overpayment Re Appendix E of Report (15 in SSG/8)
Underpayment)
Double payment- 900/year
l.a) Written or verbal complaint from consumerEvents:
b) Deviations spotted by section
2. Letter of receipt issued (for l(a))
3. Rectification of status
4.a) If NO REFUND is needed, update water account
card
b) if REFUND is involved, sent letter to
consumer, confirming the refund and
ask him to wait for a refund notice
from Treasury
Payment Voucher, GF33C.GF 33G, to Treasury
for preparation of refund notice
Refund notice despatched by Treasury to
Consumer.
Source Document: Complaint letter from consumer
Internal Memo demanding action
Media: 'ACT' File
Water Account Card
Output: Letter(s) to consumer (in most cases, standard)
Payment Vouchers- G.F. 33C (for Island)
- G.F. 33G (for Mainland)
1 Ibid., P. 95.
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APPENDIX 6.19
WATERWORKS OFFICE- COMMERCIAL WATER METER SYSTEM
SALT WATER CONSUMPTION 1
Cause of Action: Application by consumer (normally accompanying
a potable-water meter installation
application)




Frequency: Salt Water- Fixed Charge (190/year)
Salt Water-% charge on Fresh Water
Comsumption (no readily available data).
1. Application received (Form I)Events:
2. Letter of Reply to consumer (subsequent
procedures are similar to those of Mete]
Installation.
3. Reference to corresponding Fresh Water
account details, if any
4. Ascertain method of charge
N.B. re P.S.O. 2003 dated 14.7.72
a) Fixed charge
b) Percentage charge: 25% on F/w consumption
5. Fixed Charge- a new A/C number is assigned
and an A/C card is opened. Advise House
Service Section and meter reading section
for fixing check meter and arrange sub-
sequent readings (normally 10 readings
each taken respectively at seven-day
intervals).
Set amount for fixed charge re P.S.O. 2003.
Periodic re-assessment of fixed charge
promoted.
1 Ibid., p. 96.
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APPENDIX 6.19 (contd.)
Events: Percentage Charge:- update water account
card (Fresh Water Supply) for the salt
water consumption.
6. Demand Notes issued:
Fixed Charge: separate billing at quarterly
intervals.
Percentage Charge: billing in line with
normal billing, amount
being included in the
'Potable Supply' Water
A/C Demand Note.
Application Form from consumerSource Document:
Memo of check-Meter readings




Circulation Sheet (WWO 58)
Letter(s) to consumerOutput:
Register of Salt Water A/Cs- Fixed Charges
Salt Water Register




A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM TO BE INSTALLED1
CUSTOMER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
CIS processes and controls customer information, including billing
and accounts receivables of residential, commercial, and industrial
customers. It features automated, sophisticated, and flexible
procedures for daily processing of the entire file, budget billing,
late billing, service charges, merchandise, flat rates, billing
adjustments, idscounts (net and gross), credit and collection services,
deposits, high-low validation, estimating monthly and bimonthly read-
ings, bank draft payments, automatic final bill follow-up and write-
offs, automatic transfer of customer within the service area, revenue
frequency reports, marketing reports, and a statistical data base
for rate studies and simulation. It provides data for interfacing
with the engineering, meter system, marketing, and general accounting.
The online or telecommunications portion permits terminal inquiries
and order entry.





























1. Lowe Bingham Company (Management Consultants). Final Report
on the Feasibility of Computerization of the Commercial
Water Meter System, April 1974.
2. Lowe Bingham Company (Management Consultants). Covering Letter
to the Final Report on the Feasibility of Computerization
of the Commercial 'Hater Meter System, April 1974.
3. Hong Kong Government. Annual Departmental Report by the Director
of Public Works for the Financial Year 1973-74.
4. Hong Kong Government. Hong Kong Annual Report, 1971.
5. Gordon B. Davis, Introduction to Electronic Computers, (2d ed.
McGraw Hill Inc., 19717.
6. T.A. Lofty, Effective Use of Computers in Business, (Trinity
Press, 1970), pp. 72-44.
7. Miscellaneous unpublished materials and information furnished bb
the Hong Kong Government Nat er ',`forks Office and the Honc
Kong Government Data Processing Division.
1對
香
港
政
府
現
行
水
費
賬
單
系
統
李
雄
權
資
料
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
問
題
之
分
析
一
研
究
之
背
景
及
目
的
：
關
於
水
務
局
水
費
賬
單
系
統
自
動
化
問
題
，
香
港
政
府
已
考
慮
了
數
年
之
久
。
在
一
九
七
四
年
香
港
政
府
曾
就
水
費
賬
單
系
統
自
動
化
問
題
進
行
了
一
個
可
行
性
研
究
。
自
該
項
研
究
完
成
後
，
水
費
系
統
自
動
化
問
題
便
開
始
在
香
港
政
府
的
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
(Data
processing
Division)
及
水
務
局
(water
w
o
rks
O
ffice)
展
開
廣
泛
討
論
。
其
後
，
自
動
化
問
題
的
計
劃
工
作
終
於
2在
一
九
七
五
年
正
式
開
始
。
香
港
中
文
大
學
嶺
南
工
商
官
理
研
究
所
一
貫
的
宗
旨
為
服
務
社
會
及
盡
量
滿
足
社
會
的
需
求
。
根
據
一
宗
旨
，
嶺
南
教
授
D
r
B
.J.Bennington
於
一
九
七
五
年
九
月
與
香
港
政
府
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
安
排
了
一
個
會
議
，
以
探
討
嶺
南
研
究
生
能
在
那
些
方
面
為
香
港
政
府
效
勞
。
在
此
次
會
議
中
，
雙
方
同
意
對
水
費
賬
單
系
統
自
動
化
問
題
的
研
究
不
失
為
一
效
勞
途
徑
，
而
作
者
所
進
行
的
研
究
為
及
後
所
建
議
的
三
項
研
究
中
一
項
。
這
項
研
究
的
主
要
目
的
，
為
對
香
港
政
府
現
行
水
費
賬
單
系
統
資
料
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
問
題
作
出
分
析
，
並
建
議
一
個
實
際
方
法
3，
使
檔
案
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
(
file
co
n
version
)
。
此
項
研
究
工
作
於
一
九
七
五
年
九
月
至
十
二
月
間
進
行
，
研
究
之
結
果
已
於
七
五
年
十
二
月
底
呈
交
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
，
作
為
該
處
對
水
費
賬
單
系
統
自
動
化
問
題
的
決
策
參
考
。
二
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
及
水
務
局
要
求
：
從
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
得
知
，
水
費
賬
單
系
統
自
動
化
的
實
施
將
會
分
期
完
成
。
很
明
顯
，
在
進
行
是
研
究
之
前
，
一
定
要
清
楚
知
道
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
及
水
務
局
的
一
期
要
求
如
何
。
此
等
要
求
在
以
後
與
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
及
水
務
局
職
員
討
論
4中
獲
得
了
解
。
在
水
務
局
用
戶
中
家
庭
用
戶
(Domestic
Custom
ers
)
作
約
六
十
萬
商
業
用
戶
(Trade
Custom
ers
)
佔
約
六
萬
，
餘
下
的
用
戶
(
不
到
一
萬
)
為
海
水
(Salt
w
ater
)
用
戶
，
建
築
(Construction)
用
戶
，
及
政
府
(Government
)
用
戶
。
如
果
將
所
有
用
戶
的
資
料
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
，
一
百
七
十
六
個
操
作
員
─
月
(Operator-months
)
，
此
項
估
計
只
包
括
打
孔
(keypunch
)
，
而
不
包
括
驗
孔
(
verity
)
。
因
為
需
用
的
操
作
員
太
多
及
其
種
種
理
由
，
似
乎
資
料
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
應
該
分
期
完
成
。
在
一
九
七
二
至
七
三
年
的
水
費
收
入
分
析
中
，
得
知
商
業
5用
戶
(
約
佔
總
用
戶
一
成
)
所
付
水
費
佔
一
半
以
上
；
因
以
，
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
水
務
局
人
員
認
為
資
料
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
應
從
商
業
用
戶
開
始
。
除
此
之
外
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
及
水
務
局
希
望
首
先
將
水
費
賬
單
系
統
最
重
要
的
部
分
─
發
出
水
費
賬
單
系
統
(billing
subsystem)
─
加
以
自
動
化
。
總
括
而
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
及
水
務
局
對
自
動
化
系
統
第
一
期
的
要
求
是
：
將
發
出
商
業
用
戶
水
費
賬
單
的
系
統
(billing
Subsystem
for
the
trade
cu
stom
ers
)
加
以
自
動
化
。
6三
研
究
結
果
撮
：
在
提
供
一
個
實
際
的
方
法
使
擋
案
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
之
前
，
一
定
要
清
楚
擋
案
處
理
問
題
的
本
質
及
需
用
多
少
作
員
等
等
問
題
。
基
於
上
述
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
及
水
務
局
之
要
求
，
及
經
過
深
入
研
究
之
後
，
作
者
對
此
等
問
題
的
研
究
結
果
約
如
下
述
：
目
前
毎
發
一
張
水
費
賬
單
，
共
需
兩
種
記
錄
：
一
用
戶
水
費
資
料
記
錄
咭
(W
ater
A
ccount
Card
)
及
二
抄
錶
單
(Meter
R
eading
slip)
。
前
面
已
經
提
到
，
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
及
水
務
局
計
劃
在
第
一
期
將
發
出
水
費
賬
單
的
系
統
自
動
化
。
：
自
動
化
水
費
單
系
統
的
主
播
(master
file)
所
需
要
的
資
7料
，
可
以
在
那
一
種
記
錄
中
找
到
。
經
過
詳
細
研
究
後
，
發
覺
它
所
需
要
的
全
部
資
料
可
以
在
用
戶
水
費
資
料
紀
錄
咭
裏
找
到
。
同
時
，
從
用
戶
水
費
資
料
紀
錄
咭
當
中
，
估
計
需
用
約
三
十
二
個
操
作
員
─
月
(
包
括
孔
及
驗
孔
)
才
能
將
數
約
六
萬
的
商
業
用
戶
的
現
有
水
費
資
料
紀
錄
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
。
(
四
)
資
料
轉
用
電
腦
處
理
之
各
項
方
法
撮
要
：
很
明
顯
，
要
把
這
六
萬
個
用
戶
的
水
費
資
料
轉
送
入
電
腦
有
很
多
方
法
可
供
採
用
，
以
下
三
種
是
我
們
認
為
在
現
在
的
情
形
最
為
實
際
的
方
法
：
8一
.
直
接
由
用
戶
水
費
資
料
記
錄
哠
打
孔
，
繼
而
驗
孔
及
讀
哠
(Card
R
eading
)。
二
.
將
有
關
資
料
由
用
戶
水
費
資
料
記
錄
哠
抄
送
(transcribe
)
到
經
過
特
別
設
計
的
表
格
上
，
然
後
由
這
些
表
格
打
孔
，
繼
而
驗
孔
及
讀
哠
。
三
.
用
打
字
機
首
先
將
有
關
資
料
打
在
經
過
特
別
設
計
的
表
格
上
面
然
後
用
感
先
讀
字
機
(Optical
Character
R
eaders
)
將
資
料
讀
入
電
腦
。
考
慮
了
所
有
有
關
因
素
之
後
，
我
們
認
為
第
一
個
方
法
最
為
適
當
，
這
即
是
説
，
我
們
建
議
直
接
由
用
戶
水
費
資
料
記
錄
哠
打
9孔
，
繼
而
驗
孔
及
我
們
建
議
讀
哠
機
將
所
需
資
料
轉
送
入
電
腦
。
(
五
)
結
論
及
建
議
我
們
建
議
用
五
個
月
的
時
間
，
將
所
有
商
業
用
戶
的
水
費
資
料
轉
送
入
電
腦
。
在
現
行
的
水
費
賬
單
系
統
中
，
一
個
水
費
賬
單
週
期
(bill
cycle
)
為
四
個
月
，
多
出
的
一
個
月
將
作
為
訓
練
有
關
員
工
，
及
檢
查
修
正
建
議
中
任
何
可
能
的
錯
誤
。
至
於
商
業
用
戶
水
費
資
料
記
錄
哠
之
取
還
(
retrieval
)
，
我
們
建
議
於
正
常
的
發
水
費
賬
單
過
程
中
進
行
。
而
毎
日
所
收
集
的
商
業
用
戶
水
費
資
料
記
錄
哠
會
被
送
到
電
算
機
資
料
處
理
處
進
行
操
作
。
當
資
料
10
轉
送
入
電
腦
之
後
這
些
記
錄
哠
將
被
送
還
水
務
。
這
樣
資
料
轉
入
電
腦
的
過
程
，
當
會
在
最
高
效
率
準
確
性
下
順
利
完
成
。


